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To Our Readers

As always, there
is very much go-
ing on in Africa
at the moment. A
major event in
the recent past
was the celebra-
tion of the 30th
anniversary of
CODESRIA in Da-
kar in December
2003 to which five
of the Institute’s

staff members were invited. The celebrations in
Dakar were the peak of a half year long process
of regional meetings all over Africa to allow as
many researchers as possible to participate in
serious academic discussions. We are happy to
report that CODESRIA has now clearly overcome
the internal problems it encountered a few years
ago, and has come through this strengthened
under the leadership of Professor Adebayo
Olukoshi. The meeting was a success both in
fulfilling its formal mandate and in allowing for
an intense and fruitful debate on a number of
issues confronting Africa today. The main
theme of the conference was Intellectuals, Na-
tionalism and the Pan-African Ideal. 30 years
after its founding, this was a good way of
revisiting the CODESRIA concept and the Pan-
African idea, particularly in the context of cur-
rent global challenges, the formation of the AU,
NEPAD and other developments.

We are happy to present interviews with the
former President of the Executive Committee
of CODESRIA, Professor Mahmood Mamdani,
whose hard work and clear directions helped to
take CODESRIA out of its problems, and with his
successor the current President, the prominent
scholar and gender activist Zenebeworke
Tadesse. To give a full picture of this important
institution for African research, we have also
interviewed two newcomers to the manage-
ment of CODESRIA—the head of publications
Francis Nyamnjoh and the head of research

Ebrima Sall. We also interviewed one of the
keynote speakers at the anniversary conference,
the well-known author and intellectual Ngugi
Wa’Thiong’o.

In our commentaries in this issue we try to
capture some of the many other developments
in Africa—some positive, others more prob-
lematic. We are happy to present as our first
commentary an analysis of the recent develop-
ments in Ghana. After years of authoritarian
leadership it seems that Ghana has taken a
major step towards democracy and participa-
tory leadership. But are things as good as they
seem and as many outsiders wish to see them?
Takwa Zebulon Suifon, representing West Af-
rica Network for Peace-Building at the ECOWAS

Secretariat, has followed Ghanaian politics for
a very long time. In his commentary he is
carefully optimistic about the future, although
he does not shy away from the pitfalls that this
development could meet along the way.

The second commentary, which focuses on
agendas of HIV/AIDS in 2003, results from our
research dealing with the AIDS question and is
written by Catrine Christiansen, our Danish
research fellow. It maps the present situation
with regard to AIDS research in Africa using a
couple of conferences held in 2003 as point of
departure. Although developments have been
slow and patchy the necessary restructuring of
research seems, according to the author, to be
under way and she points to some observed
progress and associated challenges.

The third commentary by Redie Bereke-
teab, sociologist and research fellow at our
institute, deals with national service as a tool for
socio-economic transformation in Eritrea. The
article analyses the role that the national service
plays in the reconstruction and development of
the war-shattered nation. Particularly, it stresses
the significant role that the national service is
playing in rehabilitating the infrastructure and
the economy. ■

Lennart Wohlgemuth
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Entering Ghana through Kotoka International
Airport, the welcome message reads: Akwaaba
(Welcome to) Ghana, Gateway to Africa. Be-
ing the first of the former British colonies in
Africa to have gained independence in 1957,
Ghana has continued to assume this pivotal
role in contemporary African diplomacy and
politics. Ghana has been widely cited as an
example of a budding island of stability in
Africa, having undergone one of the most
successful transitions and power alternations
(in 2000) in West Africa. Alongside Senegal,
Ghana has continued to remain a reference in
a sub-region where incumbent leaders have
forcefully entrenched themselves in power, thus
creating bitter political relations with the op-
position and an unhealthy socio-political at-
mosphere very unfavourable to sustainable de-
velopment. One of Ghana’s illustrious sons,
Kofi Annan is at the helm of the world body,
the United Nations. Presently, the most senior
position of the Executive Secretary of the Eco-
nomic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) is filled by a Ghanaian, Mohammed
Ibn Chambas. The rotating chairmanship of
the ECOWAS Authority, the highest organ of
the sub-regional organization made up of
Heads of State and Government is presently in
the hands of John A. Kufour, President of the
Republic of Ghana who just secured another
mandate in the ECOWAS Heads of State and
Governments Summit held in Accra in De-

Ghana, Gateway to West African Stability?

cember 2003. The Ghanaian trio (Kufour,
Chambas, and Annan) has been in the lime-
light of sub-regional peace efforts in West
Africa ravaged by conflicts and senseless wars
that have unleashed a humanitarian catastro-
phe. Ghana is a leading contributor to peace-
keeping operations both in Africa and the rest
of the world. Accra, Ghana’s capital is fast
becoming the sub-regional peace oasis from
where peace is drawn as evidenced in the Côte
d’Ivoire, Liberia, and Guinea Bissau crises.

Domestically, Ghanaian democracy is
thriving amidst a virulent opposition that is
gearing to stage a come back to the political
podium. Parliamentary and Presidential elec-
tions are billed for 2004 and the atmosphere is
(as it has been since the 2000 elections) already
rife with politics. Ghanaians seem to talk and
live politics every day. Local FM radio talk
shows have all been about politics, dominated
by the scramble for visibility and consolidation
of gains by officials, supporters, or sympathiz-
ers of the ruling New Patriotic Party (NPP) or
the opposition and former ruling National
Democratic Congress (NDC).

The picture of Ghana painted above is quite
rosy, but is the impression as positive under the
surface? This article takes a cursory look at the
strengths of the present Ghanaian dispensa-
tion, the stakes, and the grey areas of the
Ghanaian drive towards democracy and eco-
nomic consolidation as a West African peace
house.

Internal dynamics
One great liability for peace efforts in West
Africa is that the processes have been led by
people with doubtful credentials. Because of
the long history of military cum civilian dicta-
torship, the irony of sub-regional peace initia-
tives is that Heads of State were called upon to
offer or prescribe what they themselves are
unable to give to their own people. Entrenched
dictators went out to preach democracy, good
governance and peace. Perhaps Ghana is break-

By: Takwa
Zebulon Suifon
(PhD) Early
Warning Co-or-
dinator/Liaison
Officer to ECOWAS,
West Africa Net-
work for Peace-
building (WANEP),
Accra, Ghana

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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ing the jinx despite a catalogue of challenges,
some of which may constitute a threat to the
very democracy Ghana is credited for.

President Kufour has been steering the ship
of the Ghanaian state for three years now. His
governance principle hangs on this famous
phrase, “zero tolerance for corruption”. This
sounds ambitious but Kufour and his govern-
ment seem to mean it, although this has raised
lots of criticism from the opposition NDC. The
Kufour government has gone further to even
prosecute former ministers and senior officials
for ‘causing financial loss to the state’. This,
they say, will curb wastage due to incompe-
tence and negligence in the public service.
Convinced that justice delayed is justice de-
nied, a Fast Tract Court has rendered precipi-
tated justice to outstanding cases, some of
which include financial losses to the state. This
indicting clause and the Fast Tract Courts were
ironically introduced by the NDC government
of former president Jerry Rawlings but it is
feared that the present regime could use these
available ‘weapons’ to deliberately inculpate
and punish political opponents or settle scores.
The danger with Ghanaian democracy is that
almost everything is seen and interpreted
through the lens of politics or better still party
affiliation.

One would have the impression that Ghana
is a two party democracy due to the apparent
polarization of issues between the ruling NPP

and the opposition NDC. That would be a
misnomer. The Nkrumah ideology did not die
with Nkrumah’s overthrow and subsequent
death. Parties like the Convention People’s
Party, National Reform Party, Ghana Con-
solidated Popular Party, Provisional National
Congress are all grouped under what is known
as the Nkrumahist ideology. Others like the
Democratic People’s Party and the Eagle Party
are NDC allies. But the weight of these smaller
political parties is insignificant and their
strength lies in tilting the balance of alliances in
the already defined battle ground between the
NDC and the NPP.

Kufour’s democracy has also been rein-
forced by the introduction of the people’s as-
semblies. These are yearly public forums or-
ganized for the man and woman in the street to
demand accountability from the executives, air

their views and grievances, and make demands
for a better share of the national cake. In Accra,
President Kufour was questioned by citizens
who, uncensored, had the opportunity to take
the President to task. Observers saw this as a
confidence building move that bridged the gap
between the executive and the masses. These
public assemblies were extended to district
levels where district administrators engaged in
governance by accountability sessions with the
grassroots.

To heal the wounds of years of political
brutality, witch hunting, assassinations, con-
spiracies and intrigues, the National Reconcili-
ation Commission was created to look at the
past and chart a path for a reconciled future.
The creation of this commission was rocked
with controversy as the opposition NDC saw it
as an attempt to target and persecute its lead-
ership or push it to self-incrimination. Conse-
quently, the NDC parliamentarians boycotted
the vote on Act 611 which passed the Commis-
sion into law. Though it has attracted less
attention compared to the South African or
Sierra Leone Truth and Reconciliation Com-
missions, the Ghanaian reconciliation process
is already rife with recriminations.

As elections are around the corner, revela-
tions from those testifying to the Commission
that is broadcast live on television have been
indicting former President Jerry Rawlings and
the NDC, the latter’s party, see it as a ploy to
discredit them. Resentment is rising and it is
feared that what was meant to bring about
national reconciliation may instead open
wounds and ignite new feuds and possibly
violent hostilities. On May 6, 2003, the NDC

party led by its presidential flag-bearer, John
Atta Mills staged a ‘march for survival’ to air a
host of grievances against the NPP government.
Similarly, a group of women who claimed they
were victims of serial murders under the
Rawlings regime marched to the residence of
Rawlings to register their disgust and de-
manded fresh investigations into the killings.
Media pouncing on and bashing of Rawlings
has been aggravated by the revelations of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. He
too has been responding in a media war that is
characterized by open trading of invectives and
verbal settling of scores. Not only Rawlings has

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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been targeted. Almost every single act of Kufour
is also challenged and/or questioned by the
opposition. Perhaps that is what makes Gha-
naian politics dynamic and waxing strong.

Nevertheless, though many salute this as
veritable proof of free speech, others see it as a
dangerous game that could get out of hand.
The inflammatory language used could trigger
a conflict and torpedo the very democracy that
press freedom purports to defend.

Tribal and ethnic issues are still bedevilling
Ghana’s budding democracy. The ascension to
power of Kufour is seen by some observers as
heralding the Asante hegemony. The Asante
ethnic group calls the shots in Ghana when it
comes to matters of economy and industrial
power. Combining economic and political and
traditional power (with their powerful King,
the Asantehene) leaves the other ethnic groups
in the wilderness. This may be a mere psycho-
logical threat. Yet chieftaincy crises abound in
Ghana, a land where tradition has not been
relegated to the background in the face of an
encroaching modernism as has been the case
elsewhere in Africa. The most alarming
chieftaincy dispute that has shocked the foun-
dation of democracy in Ghana is coming from
the northern part of the country.

On March 27, 2002, assailants invaded the
palace of the Dagomba Chief at Yendi, Ya-Naa
Yakubu Andani II and violently murdered the
chief, hacked off his head and arm and set the
whole palace on fire. The head and the arm
have not been found since. The rival Abudu
clan with which the Yendi ‘skin’ (throne) had
been disputed for years was accused of the
gruesome murder. A total of 41 people per-
ished in the onslaught. Although the Moshi-
Dagomba ethnic group make up only 16 per-
cent of the total population of Ghana, the late
Ya-Naa was rated second only to the Asantehene
when it comes to traditional authority in
Ghana. What is more worrying is the politi-
cization of the incident as some members of
Kufour’s ruling party, including the then Min-
ister of the Interior, Alhadji Malik Yakubu, an
indigene of Yendi, were forced to resign.
Hackman Owuso-Agyeman, the new Minis-
ter of the Interior admits the Yendi crisis is a
time bomb as the lifting of the state of emer-
gency more than one year after the incident

ushered in another round of fresh clashes that
left four dead and more than 20 wounded.

Up till today, the Dagbon stalemate per-
sists as efforts by a coalition of national NGOs in
collaboration with the government of Ghana
and the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP country programme) are
underway to reconcile the rival factions. Issues
at stake include: the rebuilding of the charred
palace; the Ya-Naa is yet to be buried more
than one year after the assassination (due to the
missing head and arm as tradition does not
allow a king to be interred incomplete); a new
regent has to be put in place to organize the
palace; and lastly, a new king has to be en-
throned. There is therefore a long way to go. In
addition, there are other chieftaincy disputes in
Bimbilla, Winneba, the western region and
others and the government has created an
independent Commission on Chieftaincy Af-
fairs to tackle the ugly face of Ghanaian tradi-
tional governance.

The state of emergency in northern Ghana
has seriously affected the economic life in
Tamale, the economic nerve centre of the
region. Besides this, it is putting off potential
investors and tourists who have a strong desire
to discover the possibilities and potentialities
that Ghana offers as the rising sub-regional
economic hub, following the fall of Côte
d’Ivoire as the economic eldorado of the sub-
region since the outbreak of the civil war in
September 2002. Ghana is fast emerging as a
veritable tourist destination in West Africa.
The key attraction is the infamous slave trade
castles that include the Elmina and Cape Coast
Castles that have been recognized by UNESCO

as world heritage sites. Thousands of tourists
come to Ghana to see the base of one of hu-
manity’s worst examples of inhumanity, namely
the slave trade.

Greatly benefiting from the Heavily In-
debted Poor Country Initiative (HIPC), Ghana
has equally been reaping the fruits of the Ivorian
crisis as the ports of Tema and Takoradi have
taken advantage of the war in Côte d’Ivoire to
consolidate as the alternative to Abidjan. The
economy is highly dependent on imports de-
spite recent increases in cocoa exports as huge
quantities usually smuggled into Côte d’Ivoire
were subject to a reverse trend, thus placing

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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Ghana in a comfortable position, given the
hike in world cocoa prices. Imports of crude oil
from Nigeria and cement from Togo are some
of the things Ghana cannot do without. A 98
percent increase in fuel prices early 2003 did not
cause the same backlash as in Nigeria due to a
sustained campaign and media sensitization. A
protest march in Accra was so insignificant
that the Kufour administration managed to
survive what no politician can venture to do in
Nigeria where a less than 50 percent increment
almost brought the country to a standstill.
These gains may be consolidated as Kufour
seems poised for another mandate. Already,
ECOWAS Heads of State and Governments
were unanimous that President Kufour should
direct the sub-regional affairs at the level at the
highest level. Observers interpreted this as
legitimacy for a second term of office for Kufour
and the NPP come the 2004 elections. That
would probably mean continuity and consoli-
dation.

Conclusion
News that three senior military officers were
arrested on August 5, 2003 for an alleged coup
plot does not augur well for Ghanaian democ-
racy. This came just one day after the Nigerian

head of state, General Olusegun Obasanjo, in
an address to the Council of State declared that
the days of military adventurism in West Africa
are over following Nigeria’s intervention/me-
diation in Sao Tome and Principe to restore the
legitimate leadership after a bloodless military
putsch. That Obasanjo’s closest friend, John
Kufour, was threatened by an attempted putsch
is like a dream. Meanwhile, the Ghanaian
opposition NDC dismissed the ‘rumour’ as a pre-
electoral ploy to victimize opponents and cover
the government’s malfeasance and failures, and
warned that the NDC would not be intimidated.
With the incessant armed rebellions in West
Africa, one can rightly quip that the shadow of
military adventurism in West Africa is still rife
for old habits die hard. The Guinea Bissau coup
weeks after confirm this assertion.

The successful organization of the 2004
elections will depend on how some of the issues
discussed above are addressed. It will be a
contest of Johns: John Atta Mills and John
Kufour as they have both secured their candi-
dacy from their party conventions. A successful
election in 2004 would mean consolidation of
Ghanaian democracy and victory for the entire
West African sub-region and open wide the
door to West African stability. ■
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Agendas on HIV/AIDS in 2003

Twenty years into the epidemic the world has
not been able to slow down the level of transmis-
sion, the geographical spread or the death rate of
infected persons. In fact the appalling estima-
tions made ten years ago have, except for a few
cases, become the picture of today, and figures
predict that human suffering from HIV/AIDS is
still increasing and may not come to a halt before
the children of the next generation are (old
enough to be!) grandparents.

Twenty years into the epidemic the social
science community has not been able to develop
the theoretical or methodological approaches
required to embed research on HIV/AIDS related
issues into classic or current debates within
social science. Hence the present situation is
marked by an isolated field within social science
providing inadequate understandings and which
is unattractive to leading academics. When
briefly looking at initiatives taken in 2003, con-
tributions from scientists may in the future part
from the epidemiological estimations—the nec-
essary restructuring of research is under way.
Based on participation in ‘HIV/AIDS conferences’
during 2003 I will describe some observed
progress and associated challenges.

‘Thick’ reconceptualization
Rich ethnographic material and analysis con-
taining the complexities of local interpretations,
terminologies and practices related to HIV/AIDS,
were pointed out as a central key for improving

By: Catrine
Christiansen
Danish
Research Fellow,
the Nordic Africa
Institute

the social scientific understanding of the pan-
demic sweeping across the African continent.

The ‘pointers’ were 22 scholars, who in the
beginning of 2003 gathered in Dakar, Senegal,
with the purpose of discussing the drawbacks
and potentials of social scientific research on
HIV/AIDS related issues. The agenda was cram-
med as this topic is characterised by severe
hindrances and, as would be expected, many
unexplored options. African scholars within
CODESRIA (the Council for the Development of
Social Science Research in Africa) organised
the conference, drew up the agenda, and as only
two out of 22 participants were ‘palefaces’, Afri-
can scholars also dominated the discussions and
conclusions.

Their quest was for reconceptualizing the
whole enterprise on ‘AIDS in Africa’, especially
the apocalyptic discourse articulated in, amongst
others, UNAIDS documents, the culturalist frame-
work explaining the rapid HIV-transmission with
traditional patterns of sexual behaviour in Afri-
can culture, and the methodological frame-
works imposed from outside with no attempts
to adapt these to the local context.

Being an anthropologist myself their con-
cord about the wonders of ethnographic meth-
odology and analysis was sweet music in my
ears. While the gathered scholars did not raise
the issue of whether African social scientists can
produce these anthropological works, the music
also included some discords with today’s reality.
Despite the fact that many non-African anthro-
pologists—and other social scientists orientated
towards qualitative methods—approve of this
quest from their African colleagues, it is ques-
tionable whether they will become part of such
collective efforts of reconceptualization. This
situation challenges the CODESRIA initiative, yet
hopefully it adds fuel to, rather than draining it
from, their driving force.

Prevention versus treatment
The most significant developments on AIDS-
related issues in 2003 were the radical reductions

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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in the prices for antiretrovirals and the heated
debates which emerged about allocating re-
sources for prevention or for treatment. Prob-
ably every participant in these discussions would
prefer not to make such a choice, but as the
resources are rather limited for prevention, care,
and treatment the new treatment option has
divided experts (predominantly European) quite
sharply into two camps that are unable to agree
on such vital concerns as ethics, impact, compli-
ance and means to avoid producing resistance.
This results, among other things, in a lack of
policies on antiretrovirals among donor coun-
tries. At the same time leading African govern-
ments such as South Africa and Uganda have
declared that within the near future all infected
citizens will have access to the life-prolonging
medicine. Certain multinationals working in
Africa, such as Heineken breweries, have al-
ready implemented ways of providing anti-
retroviral medicine and other support to in-
fected employees and their immediate family.
For social scientists these developments should
be considered a new field of inquiry, an ingredi-
ent for more profound changes in the scope and
focus of research on HIV/AIDS related issues—
and an opportunity for leaving behind the con-
tested focus on individual sexual behaviour and
culturalist explanations, and for moving to-
wards questions of modernity, the welfare state,
human resources etc.

Youthful Africa
Recent statistics have made social scientists
aware of a dreadful concurrence: children and
youths make up the majority of the population
in most African countries and they also domi-
nate the category of newly infected people. This
agreement of demographic and epidemiological
trends has been revealed at a time when research
about the lives of young people is attracting
social scientists working in the South as well as
in the North. Putting aside the (often) radical
different political, socio-economic, cultural and
health conditions of young people living in the
South and the North, the almost simultaneous
emergence of research fields may well prove of
mutual benefit in developing definitions, re-
search topics, approaches and analysis.

In June a new collaboration between
CODESRIA, the American based Social Science

Research Council and the South African Na-
tional Research Foundation launched a one year
fellowship programme on ‘Youth, HIV/AIDS, and
Social Transformation’, which will produce 13
studies across the continent. Thematically the
studies cover a range of issues integrating social
positions of young people, HIV/AIDS, and broad
societal changes.

The Africa Studies Association (ASA) had
also selected ‘Youth’ as the overall topic for the
annual meeting in 2003. Having participated in
a workshop with the above mentioned fellow-
ship programme two weeks before the ASA an-
nual meeting it was distressing to find only a few
papers discussing how young Africans are being
affected as well as infected by the epidemic. The
meeting—with 1,500 participants—also re-
vealed that research on children and youth is
fragmented in terms of empirical data, method-
ologies and theories. The research field is in
somewhat of an infant state.

Returning to the initiatives taken in the
South and the North these may rapidly develop
this field—two central challenges will be to
establish firm networks across the equator and
to integrate HIV/AIDS related issues within stud-
ies about young social actors in Africa.

Beyond Africa
The regional perspective on the epidemic is
increasingly moving beyond the scope of Africa
and into the heart of Asia and to the former East
European countries. How will this shift in, or
expansion of, geographical focus influence the
social scientific understandings of the epidemic?
How will culture, gender, sexuality, religion,
economics, and political will be integrated in
explanations about the rapid transmission of the
virus?

Outside Africa, in particular among donor
agencies, loud calls are articulated for knowl-
edge on Best Practices: positive experiences
with keeping people ‘negative’ and providing
adequately for people infected and affected.
These voices certainly reflect needs expressed by
organisations working closer with the people in
focus, however, their prime aim is to prevent
‘donor fatigue’ and motivate ‘scaling up’. Will
such Best Practices also form an integral part of
interventions in Asia and Eastern Europe? Rac-
ism is given as the central argument why ‘scaling

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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out’ might not include knowledge on African
experiences of dealing with HIV/AIDS. Provided
that social scientists ‘scale in’ research, in the
sense of increasing in-depth empirical studies

Becker, C., J-P. Dozon, and C. Obbo (eds), Experi-
encing and understanding AIDS in Africa/Vivre et
penser le sida en Afrique. Dakar/Paris: CODESRIA/
Karthala, 1999.
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2000. Working paper no. 1.
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and dwelling on the reconceptualization of the
epidemic in Africa, a collective effort might lead
to ‘scaling over’ the many gaps in the agendas
described. ■

c o m m e n t a r i e s

 London, June 29 to July 3, 2005    2nd call for panels closes 27 February 2004

An initial call for panels at this conference filled well in excess of half our allocated panel sessions. While not
excluding other subjects, we would now particularly welcome further proposals in the arts, history, gender,
economics, development and sociology. Panels are expected to consist of four to five papers, with a chair and
a discussant. Larger panels may be accommodated over more than one session. Initially, the Steering Commit-
tee invites potential panel organisers to provide a title and some of the names of participants to be considered
for inclusion in the programme. A 50 word abstract and 250 word description should be included. If the panel
can be accommodated, these materials—along with those from the first call for panels—will be posted on a
conference website so as to issue a call for papers. Although proposals need not be wholly finalised yet, the
materials should be in a form fit to be included in the call for papers. Panels may be organised in any EU language,
however, plenary contributions will be in English or French. Translation facilities are not envisaged.

Graduate students interested in Africa are also encouraged by the Steering Committee to submit proposals
for panels on subjects across the gamut of the humanities and social sciences applied to Africa. Panel proposals
should be submitted to the Centre of African Studies (e-mail: cas@soas.ac.uk), Centre of African Studies, School
of Oriental and African Studies, Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG. E-mail enquiries for
further information sent to the Centre of African Studies will be forwarded to the appropriate member of the
AEGIS Conference Steering Committee.

*) AEGIS was founded in 1991 as a network of European Centres of African Studies. Its current membership is
Barcelona, Basel, Bayreuth, Bordeaux, Brussels, Copenhagen, Edinburgh, Hamburg, Leiden, Lisbon, London,
Naples and Uppsala. For further details see www.aegis-eu.org.

AEGIS* European Conference on African Studies
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The Eritrean government introduced a highly
controversial programme on 14 July 1994. The
programme concerned was National Service
(NS), that required “all women and men over
eighteen to undergo six months of military
training and a year of work on national recon-
struction” (Eritrea: A Country Handbook.
Asmara: Ministry of Information, 2002).

Initially, for the most part, acceptance by
the age group concerned in particular and soci-
ety in general seemed, with one exception,
cautiously positive. The exception related to an
opposition expressed against female participa-
tion. The opposition to females’ participation
was quite strong, particularly from the Moslem
communities.

The second war with Ethiopia (1998–2000),
however, changed people’s attitude. Both the
length of time in the service and the heavy
human sacrifice in connection with the war
generated strong dissatisfaction and opposition
to the NS programme. A bi-product of such
social institutions, which generated strong feel-
ing, is a relative sexual freedom leading to loss
of virginity, extra-marital pregnancies, delay of
marriages. This certainly added more fuel to the
widespread dissatisfaction within society. The
dissatisfaction was further strengthened by al-
legations of sexual abuse, rapes, exploitation of
females as domestic workers by military com-
manders. In an implicit acknowledgment of the
problems of unnecessary pregnancy on the front
the Government withdrew female NS draftees

Dynamics of National Service in Eritrea

By: Redie
Bereketeab
(PhD) Researcher,
the Nordic Africa
Institute

from active military duty there assigning them
to ‘soft sector’ civilian tasks—teaching, health
care, office work, etc. Nevertheless, amidst all
this, certain social groups seem to have been
beneficiaries.

In this article I will try to analyse the unin-
tended consequences of the NS in the transfor-
mation of some social groups in Eritrea.

The objectives of National Service
The declared aim of the Provisional Govern-
ment of Eritrea in introducing the programme
was stated as the intention to utilise to the
maximum the human resources of Eritrea in
the reconstruction efforts of the war-torn coun-
try and build a cohesive and integrated nation
out of the multiethnic societal setting. As it is
depicted in official documents the participation
of all women and men over eighteen in the six
months of military training and a year of work
on national reconstruction, “helped to com-
pensate for the country’s lack of capital and to
reduce dependence on foreign aid, while weld-
ing together the diverse society. It also placed
women in a condition of heightened gender
equality for eighteen months” (Eritrea: A Coun-
try Handbook. Asmara: Ministry of Informa-
tion, 2002). In brief the National Service aims
at: 1) utilisation of human resources; 2) social
integration; 3) realisation of gender equality.

The incontrovertible benefit of the NS for
the nation is, in fact, seen in that 40,000 people
annually are called upon to join the National
Defence Force (NDF) to contribute to the efforts
of building new infrastructure. Since Eritrea
sees its developmental potentiality as contin-
gent on its human resources it is keen to develop
its human capacity. In that respect the NS makes
a major contribution both in terms of an afford-
able labour force and as an opportunity for
capacity building. The fact that the service is
unpaid makes it vital for the reconstruction of
the resource-poor nation. At the same time its
unpaid nature has generated considerable re-
sentment. To give it legitimacy and institution-
alise it, the Government incorporated it in the

c o m m e n t a r i e s
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Constitution. In Article 25:3, under Duties of
Citizens, the Constitution states, “All citizens
shall have the duty to complete their duty in the
National Service” (Draft Constitution of Eritrea.
Asmara, 1996). Failing to fulfil these duties has
consequences. Any individual shying away from
doing the NS is barred from any state services. In
fact you lose the right to: a job, education,
establish any business, build houses, get mar-
riage and birth certificates, citizenship, etc.

The NS programme also played a decisive
role in defending the country during the second
war with Ethiopia. In 1998 when the war began
more than 100,000 reserves were mobilised in
less than 48 hours (Eritrea: A Country Hand-
book. Asmara: Ministry of Information, 2002).
It is believed, as of today, that ten percent of the
labour force (250–300,000) is engaged in NDF of
which the overwhelming majority consists of NS

draftees. Since May 2002 the government has
launched what it calls the ‘warsai-yikaalo project’
that makes it possible for the army and particu-
larly members of the NS to participate in na-
tional reconstruction and development. Indeed,
the warsai-yikaalo project, after the devastating
second war, seems the only way by which the
government can mobilise the human resource
and utilise it in lifting up the nation from the
socio-economic calamity it finds itself in, and in
gearing it up to the post-conflict rehabilitation
and reconstruction process.

Unintended consequences
Sociological treatises remind us again and again
that social processes are incremental, gradual
and painstaking. What colonial authorities and
African modernists finally came to discover as
a painful reality is that traditions, norms and
beliefs are rarely amenable to a quick fix of social
engineering, ‘old habits die hard’. Nevertheless,
exceptions to this old adage abound. Military
organisations if not creating miracles are per-
ceived to engender fundamental transforma-
tions in a relatively brief period. In their monu-
mental work, The American Soldier (1950), the
sociologist Robert K. Merton and his colleagues
expound the role such social organisations play
in social transformations.

Without going far away, if we look into the
experience of the Eritrean liberation struggle,
we also find unequivocal evidence showing that

it had far-reaching impact on societal transfor-
mation. Elsewhere, using the metaphor of a
melting pot (Eritrea: The Making of a Nation,
1890–1991. Uppsala, 2000), I have dealt with the
role the liberation struggle played in the trans-
formation and integration of the Eritrean soci-
ety.

Processes of social change presuppose both
intended and unintended social actions. What
we invariably predict and anticipate are those
concomitants of human intentions. We are
never prepared for the unintended conse-
quences. As Merton’s famous article ‘Unantici-
pated Consequences of Purposive Social Ac-
tion’ shows the unintended consequences are
also of profound significance. One of the sig-
nificant contributions of the NS encounters in
Eritrea viewed, particularly, from the social
transformation process is, beyond the ethnic
and religious integration, the role it plays in
upsetting the socio-economic constitution of
the participants. A significant importance, seen
from a gender perspective, is for the women
participating in the NS. Fulfilling duties in turn
entitles women draftees to demand their legiti-
mate rights, which they have begun to do.

Seen from a social mobility vantage point,
for certain social groups, it has the effect of
downward social mobility whereas for others it
has an effect of upward social mobility. A
considerable number of NS draftees come from
a relatively good socio-economic background.
Many have an urban middle class origin with
higher academic education; run their own busi-
nesses; have good jobs; support families, etc.
Serving in the EDF as a draftee entails loss of
income and there is no new skill or profession to
be gained for this social group. Furthermore, in
the long run down-grading of living standard
follows. In this sense, therefore, this socio-
economic category could be considered as a
loser.

On the other hand, there are social groups
who are really beneficiaries. Draftees of rural—
peasant and pastoral—background have gained
new skills and professions by joining the NS. A
considerable number of the draftees have gained
new professions such as mechanics, carpentry,
construction, driving. This professional social
mobility from a traditional—farming and herd-
ing—to a modern technology-based and cash-
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oriented economy is the unintended and unde-
clared consequence. In the remote rural areas of
Eritrea where life is still in its traditional form,
as a result of changes engendered by the NS

programme a monetisation of the mode of life
is taking place.

Monetisation of the mode of life
“Spouses of herders and peasants serving in the
NS programme are expressing their wish that
their husbands stay in the NDF”, was the infor-
mation I got from one of my informants. Sur-
prised, I asked why on earth would they wish to
do that. The underlying rationale behind it is
purely instrumentalist and functionalist inter-
est. In the absence of the breadwinner, the
family—wife and children—began to get 450
Nakfa monthly as compensation for the father’s
absence. For many of these families the cash
economy is a novelty that came to the house-
hold with the NS and the state’s pecuniary
compensation for the loss of income due to the
breadwinner’s absence. Although for some it
can only constitute a symbolic compensation,
for farmers and pastoralists it could be a pro-
found catalyst in bringing changes in the mode
of life. The woman, now the head of the family,
finds herself in possession of money which she
can spend freely. She can travel to the nearest
town and buy whatever she feels like buying. It
has an emancipatory effect in that the woman
becomes a consumer in the market and eco-
nomically independent.

The sociological consequences of this proc-
ess are multi-dimensional. In socio-economic
perspectives certain modes of life are, along
with the process, rendered extinct, or at least
considerably diminished—the obvious victim
here is the pastoral mode of life. Here two social
processes trigger profound socio-economic
transformation. The first is that a cash economy
is being introduced where the household is
exposed to a different life style. Second, those
involved in the NS with their newly gained skills

and professions are transformed into new per-
sons. In terms of human capital a rapid socio-
economic change is set in motion.

Irreversibility
This social transformation will bring challenges
to individuals as well as to the nation as a whole.
Will the individuals be able and want to return
to their former herding and farming profes-
sions? How can the nation accomodate all these
people who have gained new skills, professions
and a new taste of life. Demobilisation of such
a large number will put the state in a really
difficult position as regards providing jobs as
well as residences for the demobilised NS

draftees. It is unlikely the NS draftees of rural
origin will go back to their old life styles. The
experience from the demobilisation after the
liberation war tells us that many of them will
probably choose not to do so. If they choose to
pursue the newly acquired profession and life
style, and if the state cannot address all their
needs, what will be the socio-economic and
political consequences?

The World Bank has promised to provide
the State of Eritrea with money for the demo-
bilisation. This money would be used, among
other things, to train the demobilised in order
to gain skills and professions (further skills and
professions!) that will enable them to re-inte-
grate in the society. The initiative by the World
Bank is to be appreciated, the problem, how-
ever, is of sustainability. If those trained are not
guaranteed continuity in their new profession
this will inevitably generate social tensions and
conflicts. This will constitute a failure of proper
integration and accommodation that stretches
beyond the capacity of the Eritrean nation
state. It seems it is because of this that the
Government is still reluctant to demobilise en
masse. One way or the other, those of peasant
and pastoral background who have taken a step
upwards on the social ladder have reached a
point of no return. ■

c o m m e n t a r i e s

This article is the result of observations during fieldwork in Eritrea for three months in 2003.
There is very little written on the Eritrean National Service. For general information on the country and news
service, we recommend a visit to NAI’s Guide to Africa on the Internet at www.nai.uu.se/links/linkseng.html
(choose country-specific information, then Eritrea).
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Celebrating an Institution
CODESRIA 30 years

The Council for the Development of Social
Science Research in Africa, CODESRIA, cel-
ebrated its 30th anniversary in 2003. As part of
a series of events to mark the anniversary, a large
international conference was organised in
Dakar, Senegal, from 10 to 12 December 2003.
The theme of the conference was ‘Intellectuals,
Nationalism and the Pan-African Ideal’, and it
was recalled that CODESRIA was established in
1973 out of the collective will of African social
researchers to create a viable forum in Africa
through which they could strive to transcend all
barriers to knowledge production and, in so
doing, play a critical role in the democratic
development of the continent.

A large part of the mate-
rial in this number of News
relates to CODESRIA in one
way or the other. There is
one interview with Zene-
beworke Tadesse, current
President of CODESRIA’s Ex-
ecutive Committee, and one
with Mahmood Mamdani,
former President of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. We have
also interviewed the new
head of publications and
communications, Francis
Nyamnjoh, the research
director-to-be (up till now
researcher at the Nordic Af-
rica Institute), Ebrima Sall,
and finally the Kenyan writer
and keynote speaker at the
conference, Ngugi Wa
Thiong’o. Some brief facts
about CODESRIA as an insti-
tution are also presented on
page 17.

Adebayo Olukoshi, CODESRIA’s Executive Secretary, and
Lennart Wohlgemuth, Director of the Nordic Africa Insti-
tute. Photo by Ibrahima Diagne.

Professor Joseph Ki-Zerbo (right) received a Life Membership of CODESRIA.
Those congratulating him on this picture are Akilagpa Sawyerr and Abdallah
Bujra. Photo by Mai Palmberg.
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Interview with Zenebeworke Tadesse
President of CODESRIA’s Executive Committee

Zenebeworke Tadesse’s academic background comprises a first degree in international relations and
graduate studies in sociology at the University of Binghamton in the US. When still a student, she was a
founding member of the Association of African Women for Research and Development, and it was to set
up its office that she first came to Senegal and CODESRIA. Today, Tadesse is based in Ethiopia, her country
of origin, where she together with colleagues is setting up an independent policy research institute
known as the Forum for Social Studies. This interview was carried out by the Nordic Africa Institute’s
information manager, Susanne Linderos.

What is the significance of CODESRIA and what are
the achievements so far?
CODESRIA is of crucial importance for the con-
tinent, first and foremost because it provides
and has provided a forum where independent
research and free academic discussion can take
place. In particular in the 1980s, when authori-
tarian rule extended over most of the continent,
CODESRIA was one place where African aca-
demics and researchers could come and debate
issues that were very central for our existence as
a scholarly community. This opportunity
sharpened the ability of the CODESRIA commu-
nity to echo a critical and informed African
voice in pan-African and global debates in the
last two decades.

Secondly it has provided an arena where
researchers can reflect and discuss, do research
and publish. In the last 15–16 years CODESRIA

has seen a remarkable growth and qualitative
improvement of its publications. The publica-
tions division has made conscious efforts to
distribute its publications to African universi-
ties so that the knowledge produced by African
scholars is accessible to other Africans in the
hope of creating a self-referential scholarly
community.

Thirdly, as African universities faced major
challenges—lack of resources and lack of sup-
port both by donors and governments—
CODESRIA took upon itself the task of advocat-
ing for the importance of African universities
and supporting young scholars by launching a
creative training programme. The programme

consisted of supporting post-graduate students
in African universities and setting up its own
institutes of training—first in the form of a
governance institute, followed by a gender in-
stitute—where researchers could come for
about six weeks with some work that they had
already begun in order to collectively reflect on
the viability and sufficiency of the methodolo-
gies and also to enable them to access the latest
reference material through CODESRIA’s docu-
mentation centre.

These training programmes have now
evolved into much broader areas than just these
two. The important point to note about these
institutes is that they were crafted as comple-
mentary activities that would strengthen Afri-
can universities, not to compete with them.
Further, in line with the recognition that Afri-
can universities and researchers were facing a
massive lack of resources which some have
labelled ‘the book famine’, CODESRIA has tried
to strengthen its own documentation centre so
that researchers involved in CODESRIA training
and research activities can access reference ma-
terials through the CODESRIA Information and
Documentation Centre, CODICE. Another
component of the training programme is the
small grants programme for graduate students,
which enables the students to purchase books
needed for writing up their masters and PhD
theses. I think that was a major intervention
because whole generations of African students
were growing up without even touching a
book.
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These have been some of the major tangible
accomplishments of CODESRIA. In the meantime
since the 1980s there has been a massive overtak-
ing of Africa’s initiative. Most of our economic
and governance policies are made outside of
Africa, which has led to a complete lack of self-
rule and self-determination. CODESRIA has con-
tested this erosion of sovereignty, and has con-
sistently contested the whole Washington con-
sensus by showing how the whole agenda has
distorted our economies and held back our social
development. CODESRIA was one of the few
places where the issue of the need for the indus-
trialisation of Africa was on the agenda.

Another achievement of CODESRIA has been
to not be intimidated by or lose hope as a result
of the all encompassing afro-pessimism—the
notion that Africa is a hopeless basket-case
where nothing new or useful originates. I think
researchers within the different CODESRIA net-
works have persisted despite tremendous odds
and without having been paralysed by this afro-
pessimism. Even if the research and publica-
tions activities are supported by donors,
CODESRIA has vigilantly guarded its autonomy
and has continued to set its own agenda. There
have been times when the Executive Secretary
has actually returned a cheque because a particu-
lar donor failed to appreciate the degree of

importance that this setting of its own agenda
had for CODESRIA’s existence and objectives.

One objective that has not yet been as suc-
cessfully fulfilled is creating a culture of self-
reference among African researchers. The
awareness of each other’s work is very impor-
tant, because our training is often externally
oriented so that we are aware of materials pro-
duced outside of Africa but hardly ever the
works of African scholars. CODESRIA has tried to
challenge this external gaze and to facilitate
knowledge of what is produced in Africa.

Since the mid-1980s, CODESRIA has opened
up as an organisation, more recently there has
been an acceleration of this process as a result of
ICTs. In the past, new projects used to be an-
nounced in CODESRIA Bulletin but it did not reach
everybody. Today, a large number of African
scholars know what is available by looking at the
CODESRIA website and can respond to different
initiatives. For instance, the 30th anniversary
conference was very widely advertised. Obvi-
ously, CODESRIA could not respond to everybody
who showed interest, but at least based on merit,
age and region people could participate at one
level or another. This attempt to broaden the
information base and make opportunities avail-
able has changed the face of CODESRIA. I have
attended the 10th, the 20th and now the 30th
anniversary. At the 10th anniversary, practically
everyone knew each other. At the 20th anniver-
sary, there were some new faces. But this one is
very different, because a lot of people do not
know each other. This shows that CODESRIA has
mobilised a new constituency, which is very
healthy for the organisation.

What are the challenges for CODESRIA in the present
and the future?
There are huge challenges. First of all, these
success stories I related are not complete. Afri-
can universities continue to face daunting diffi-
culties. They are going through major transfor-
mations on top of the deprivations, the short-
ages and other difficulties they have gone
through since the late 80s. Now they are being
reorganised to respond to a new market orienta-
tion. This has also created a new kind of ethos
for university education, and therefore CODESRIA

has to respond in such a way that knowledge
production is not compromised. Such a re-
sponse is not easy.

Zenebeworke Tadesse at the anniversary
conference. Photo by Mai Palmberg.
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Secondly, CODESRIA’s attempt to decentral-
ise its activities to all regions has created major
expectations, all of which it cannot meet. There-
fore, finding a way of responding without disap-
pointing this energised constituency is in itself a
challenge.

Thirdly, although there has been much more
openness and acceptance that gender is a legiti-
mate area of study and critical to social knowl-
edge in general, we have not been able to inte-
grate gender into the mainstream research un-
dertakings of CODESRIA. In other words, most
male researchers continue to produce, at best,
gender-blind research. Thus, despite the recent
reclassification as a core subject, gender analysis
remains on the margins, and it is almost always
dealt with by female researchers. The intent is
for researchers both female and male to take it
on as a major analytical category that makes a
difference to their own subject of research no
matter what that subject is. It is, however, im-
portant to note that such practices are not
CODESRIA-specific and affect most arenas of
global knowledge production.

The number of female researchers and young
researchers has increased, but we still have the
problem of generational and gender imbalance
in the effort to generate scholarly knowledge.
The issue goes beyond reaching a numerical
balance to enhancing the capacity of young and
female researchers to participate equally, and
that is a challenge still on the table.

Further, even though the new communica-
tion technologies have created new possibilities
for our work in terms of research, networking,
publications, we still need to meet the challenge
of transforming the content of the information
on Africa. There is more information on Africa,
but it is not being produced by Africans.

Another daunting challenge is that of distri-
bution. It is one thing to publish, but completely
another story to distribute. We have tried to
devise various strategies that have resulted in
increased distribution, but as far as distribution
within Africa is concerned we have not yet been
able to resolve it adequately. We are talking
about how to decentralise the printing, taking
advantage of new technologies such as print on
demand.

Two initiatives that are new, and that chal-
lenge the production of knowledge and contest
the dominant image of Africa and African pro-
duction of knowledge, are the new publications,
The Journal of Higher Education and the (soon to
be launched) African Review of Books. The latter
is going to be truly multidisciplinary, including
culture productions like art, literature and cin-
ema.

The activities of CODESRIA are expanding
tremendously which is something that we need
to celebrate, but we are also aware that expan-
sion in and of itself is not a solution. It also
generates new demands, creative and timely
responses. ■

Lunch seminar on the EGDI publica-
tion Dialogue in Pursuit of Develop-
ment (Stockholm: Expert Group on
Development Issues, 2003). Ulrica
Risso Engblom, Sten Rylander,
Lennart Wohlgemuth and Carlos
Lopes. Photo by Susanne Linderos.
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What has been the major area for your research and
what are you working on at present?
My major area of research has been understand-
ing the nature of colonialism, particularly the
colonial state, and post-colonial attempts to
reform the colonial institutional legacy. I have
tried the institutional basis of knowledge pro-
duction in post-colonial contexts.

You have published a number of path-breaking
books and articles taking political science far for-
ward, and all the time from an African perspective.
Where would you like to further take this very
interesting perspective in the years ahead?
My next book ‘Good Muslim, Bad Muslim:
America, the Cold War and the Roots of Terror’
will discuss both Islam as a political identity and
political terror forged during the Cold War after
the end of the Vietnam War. My starting point
is that the ‘constructive engagement’ between
the Reagan administration and apartheid South
Africa was the political framework within which
official America provided a political cover for
South African patronage of Renamo, Africa’s
first genuine terrorist movement. This experi-
ence was then transferred by the US to the
contras and Nicaragua. The book will be pub-
lished by CODESRIA in Africa and Pantheon in
the US .

My present research continues to be on
political identity and political violence. It began
with work on Rwanda, has taken me to the book
I mentioned above, and I will pursue it in the
coming year with three projects: on civil wars

Interview with Mahmood Mamdani
Former President of the Executive Committee

Professor Mahmood Mamdani was the President of CODESRIA’s Executive Committee from 1998 to 2002.
Of Ugandan origin, he was a beneficiary of the 20+ scholarships that the US government gave to Uganda
as an independence gift in 1962. This resulted in a PhD from Harvard University. Mamdani has taught at
the University of Dar-es-Salaam and Makerere University. He was the founding director of the Centre for
Basic Research in Kampala, followed by an appointment at the University of Cape Town. Since 1999 he is
professor and director of the Institute of African Studies at Columbia University in the US. He has been
interviewed by Lennart Wohlgemuth, Director of the Nordic Africa Institute.

(Nigeria, Sudan, Ethiopia); on Nyerere’s politi-
cal legacy; and on the LRA in Uganda.

How do you see your years as
an African researcher living
outside Africa?
It is a mixed experience.
Every university in which
I had a full-time appoint-
ment until I went to the US

was a regional university
where we studied the re-
gion and the West. We

accessed the rest of the world through the media
and books. In contrast, the Ivy League universi-
ties in the US are truly imperial in their reach:
they study every part of the world and have a
global faculty and student body. This has given
me the possibility of developing a broader com-
parative understanding of African problems.
On the negative side, there is the distance from
Africa and from movements inside Africa, a
disadvantage I try to minimize through long
stays at home in Kampala or in other African
countries.

Do you succeed in making research available to
policy makers, in Africa and outside the continent?
I have generally had a tension-ridden relation-
ship to policy makers: I am disinclined to take a
short run view of things that politicians want
and most policy makers find me too candid for
their taste. Having said that, I hope that some of
those with a reading habit do access my books.
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You have been very active in furthering research by
African researchers, among other ways by establish-
ing the Centre for Basic Research in Kampala, and
as a member of the CODESRIA Executive Committee
and later its President. What do you see as the main
areas where African research has been most success-
ful, and what do you see as the main challenges for
social research in Africa over the coming years?
The university in Africa has been mainly a post-
colonial development. In spite of great financial
difficulties, African research has been successful
in creating an autonomous research commu-
nity, mainly through CODESRIA, that has pro-
vided African intellectuals with a framework for
discussion and debate independent of the area
studies and policy-focused preoccupation of the
Western academia. The main challenge for Af-
rican research is two-fold: inside Africa, it will
be a challenge of sheer survival in a context
increasingly dominated by a World Bank-domi-
nated coalition that seeks to turn African uni-
versities from research-based to vocationally
oriented institutions. Externally, it is a challenge
of drawing on the initiative of African research-
ers who are leaving the continent in droves.

What is your message today to the African research
community?
My message is never to forget that research is
about independent and creative thought, some-
thing that is going to be under great assault in
the era of American-led globalization.

What are your plans for the future?
I hope to divide my time between the US and
Africa over the next period, while I think
through the best way to contribute to the
building of an institutional base for research in
Africa.

I know that you recently worked again for some
time in Uganda. What is your relationship to
Uganda today?
I was home from December 2002 to September
2003 and had a formal relationship to Makerere.
I will again take nine months off starting in
December 2003, but will spend this in several
African countries: Nigeria, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Tanzania and, of course, Uganda. ■

CODESRIA in brief
CODESRIA (the Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa) was
founded in 1973, by African social scientists, in order to develop social sciences in
Africa. Included in the founding principles were fostering pan-African community of
scholars and protecting academic freedom on the continent. Senegal offered the
organisation a home base in Dakar, where it is still located.
CODESRIA’s General Assembly is its supreme governing organ. The Executive Com-
mittee is the governing organ charged with supervising the implementation of the work
between the triennial General Assemblies, and the Executive Secretariat is responsible
for the day-to-day management. President of the Executive Committee is Zenebeworke
Tadesse and Executive Secretary is Adebayo Olukoshi.
WEBSITE: www.codesria.org
E-MAIL: codesria@sentoo.sn, codesria@codesria.sn
POSTAL ADDRESS: CODESRIA, BP 3304, Dakar, Senegal
VISITING ADDRESS: Avenue Cheikh Anta Diop, X Canal IV, Dakar, Senegal
FAX: +221-824 1289
PHONE: +221-825 9822, +221-825 9823, +221-864 0135–38
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Being in charge of
CODESRIA’s outlet his
principal aim is to fa-
cilitate greater repre-
sentation and recog-
nition of African
scholarship. While
African scholars
might perish if their
works are not avail-
able, publishing low
quality and irrelevant

works may lead to a similar outcome. It is well-
known that African scholars face high rates of
rejection when seeking to publish in prestige
Western journals, a situation Nyamnjoh ex-
plains by dissimilar themes or concerns and the
quality of the scholarship. While he will not
relax on the quality of the publications-to-be,
Nyamnjoh attributes to CODESRIA the task of
attending to concerns among African scholars
and increasing their competitiveness and vis-
ibility. In brief, the ambitions are to publish and
not perish!

Central aims are to re-work the quality of
CODESRIA’s journals by improving the guidance
of authors and attracting established scholars
now publishing elsewhere. Based on intentions
of making it easier for more female and young
scholars to publish, the guide for authors has
already been written and circulated. The edito-
rial board for each journal has been enlarged to
20 members who, in addition to reviewing, are

To Publish and Not Perish
Interview with Francis Nyamnjoh

asked to identify new topics and contributions.
A further innovation is to invite guest editors
from beyond the editorial board to edit the-
matic volumes, for example, from conferences.
This initiative for furthering co-operation is not
limited to CODESRIA’s journals but is part of a
wider attempt to explore opportunities for col-
laborative publishing with universities, NGOs in
Africa that sponsor research which should be
available to the wider public, and with non-
African institutions that enhance research on
African and developmental issues. Noteworthy
is that Nyamnjoh aspiration to enhance the
quality and the compass of the publications.

The new head of publications must, how-
ever, deal with certain constraints. First of all
CODESRIA has a considerable amount of quality
material urging to be published. Secondly it is
problematic that meagre funds restrict CODESRIA

in not taking on informed scholarship, which
the organisation has not sponsored. A third and
vital issue is insufficient funds for translating
manuscripts (Arabic, English, French, and Por-
tuguese) so as to reach various linguistic com-
munities across the continent. Also he describes
CODESRIA’s current printing press as being ‘pre-
historic’, with a specialisation in deforming
text, compromising quality, and making a joke
of deadlines—‘a machine with a mind of its
own’. Yet Nyamnjoh will face these challenges
with solid competencies, youthful enthusiasm,
and inspiration from the new spirit and recent
achievements within CODESRIA. ■

He was born in the Cameroon, which straddles Central and West Africa, has lived many years in Southern
Africa, and recently moved to the western region of the continent. His joking nature compliments high
professional and social competences. A charming intellectual, he is bilingual (English and French) with
an educational background in anthropology, sociology, media and communications studies. A tricky
informant who enjoys puzzling with words, questions, and initiates the interview by asking if he can
question the interviewer afterwards. He is constantly writing—in his head, at the computer, and while
dreaming, on numerous topics such as religion, mind settings, ethics, and Barbie-sation. His name is
Francis Nyamnjoh, the new head of publications at CODESRIA, and he was interviewed by Catrine
Christiansen, researcher at the Nordic Africa Institute.
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The CODESRIA grand final 30th anniversary
conference in Dakar in early December last
year included a number of illustrious scholars
who have shaped the organisation and intellec-
tual discourse on development and underde-
velopment in Africa. There was more of an
emphasis on celebration of past achievements,
and less on forward looking intellectual chal-
lenges, in my view.

An exception was the key-note speech by
the Kenyan writer and intellectual Ngugi Wa
Thiong’o, who spoke on the importance of
intellectual and educational development in
local African languages. His theme and expo-
sition did not contain anything revolutionarily
new. After all, this has been his favourite theme
for more than thirty years. He put it squarely on
the agenda in 1977 with his and Ngugi Mirii’s
play ‘I will marry when I want’, written in
Gikuyu for the Kamariithi cultural centre. It
was forbidden by the Kenyan authorities, which
led to Ngugi’s imprisonment in Kenya and
exile.

While some other items from the 30 years of
debate on Africa’s future and societal develop-
ment in general can seem irrelevant today the
question of language will certainly not fade, as
language is central in our beings as social crea-
tures. Ngugi’s speech could have been, but was
not, a replay of things he has said all along. I
perceive a new tone, as perhaps the following
excerpts from an interview with him show:

“There is nothing wrong with European
languages, there is nothing wrong with the
Portuguese, English or French. But there is
something not right about people abandoning
their own languages for others.—You have two
legs already, why talk about borrowing some-
body else’s legs?—We are not talking of disen-
gagement with the world but engaging with the
world, but from a more confident base.”

“It is really ridiculous to think of people as
the basis of development, as the motor agent of
development, and then not give the informa-
tion, the knowledge—there is some disconnec-
tion somewhere.”

”Why borrow a third leg?”
Interview with Ngugi Wa Thiong’o

“Obviously South Africa is going through a
difficult stage after apartheid, and there are
many contradictions, but there is a greater
openness to possibilities than probably any-
where else.”

“There is a strange thinking among some
parts of the African middle class that their
children have to abandon their own languages
to be more effective. There is nothing to bear
this out. Take the Swedes — every other Swede

speaks English fluently, many write in English
etc., and their English is in no way impeded by
their knowledge of Swedish.”

“The key thing is that these things are now
much more openly debated, they are not swept
under the rug like they used to be. Even among
the intellectuals gathering around CODESRIA, I
think there was a respectful reception of, not
necessarily agreement with, the idea. There
was a time when some intellectuals used to be
openly dismissive, ridiculing the idea and so on.
Now you do not get ridicule.”

“There are emerging signs of a new attitude
among intellectuals, like the Centre for Ad-
vanced Studies of African Society (CASAS) in
Cape Town led by Kwesi Kwaa Prah, and
Pauline Houtoundji’s institute in Benin. It is
moving slowly, but I am very optimistic.” ■

Mai Palmberg
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What are your overall visions—in which direc-
tions do you want to lead the research department?
I would like to build upon the solid foundation
established by my predecessors, and make sure
that CODESRIA produces sterling research; re-
search that is both world class as far as quality
is concerned, and one that speaks to the soci-
eties we live in. We must be at the cutting edge
of research but also make sure that our work is
highly socially ‘relevant’. This means that we
should be very attentive to developments at
both the global, and the local and sub-regional
levels. Our Scientific and Executive Commit-
tees are helping us monitor trends at both
levels. Our task in the department, therefore, is
to improve the quality of the research pro-
grammes and networks we initiate, broaden
the disciplinary and social bases, and design
better and better projects.

The kinds of programmes that the depart-
ment launches are generally intended both to
generate new social knowledge, and to draw
the attention of the research community to
unexplored or insufficiently explored areas and
issues, highlight or bring into the research and
academic debates distinctly pan-African per-
spectives, facilitate inter-regional dialogues. It
also tries to make sure that the research we
initiate is in tune with the concerns and ambi-
tions of CODESRIA’s constituencies, and with
academic debates anywhere.

At a time when many African researchers
are tempted to spend a lot of time carrying out
consultancy jobs of all kinds, or to go primarily
for well-funded donor or NGO commissioned
policy research, I think it would be good to

Interview with Ebrima Sall
CODESRIA’s new research director

make basic re-
search an attractive
and a prestigious
thing for a re-
searcher to be en-
gaged in. This also
means designing
the research pro-
grammes in such a
way that they make
room for extensive
fieldwork while
encouraging re-

searchers to take theoretical work seriously. In
short, there is a need to promote a culture of
research and improve programme design and
management. In trying to do that I think we
can make full use of the Internet, especially in
CODICE, the CODESRIA Information and Docu-
mentation Centre.

Recently CODESRIA has expanded its research topics
far beyond its ‘traditional’ structural, economic,
political issues and initiated research on health,
HIV/AIDS, children and youth. Will you continue
this trend?
Yes. Social life entails a lot more than what is
covered by the ‘traditional’ political economy-
type topics related to the state, governance,
economic policies and so forth. We also need
to know what is happening at the level of the
cultures, languages and the symbolic spaces
more generally. There are very few intra-Afri-
can comparative studies on music, the arts,
communications, religions, or on social move-
ments and forms of collective action. Even

After three years as co-ordinator of the research programme ‘Post-Conflict Transition: The State and Civil
Society in Africa’, Ebrima Sall is leaving the Nordic Africa Institute for Dakar and CODESRIA. He holds a PhD
in sociology from the University of Paris I–Pantheon Sorbonne. He also spent a year at Yale University as
post-doctoral fellow. Before joining the Nordic Africa Institute, he co-ordinated a programme on Child
and Youth Studies and one on Academic Freedom at CODESRIA. Sall was interviewed by Catrine
Christiansen, researcher at the Nordic Africa Institute.
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with the ‘traditional’ topics, we are very far
from exhausting all the possibilities or covering
all the different issues involved. For instance, it
would be interesting to carry out ethnographies
of the public sphere at different stages of trans-
formation, in different parts of the continent,
in the context of the unfolding democratisa-
tion processes. In other words, I think the
department can be more creative in its at-
tempts to translate the broad themes identified
by the CODESRIA General Assembly as research
priorities, and the general directives given by
the Scientific and Executive Committees and
the Executive Secretary into an even broader
range of programmes and projects.

Which possibilities and problems do you foresee?
I think the range of disciplinary perspectives
could be broader. The kind of research pro-
moted by CODESRIA is interdisciplinary, so the
wider the range of disciplines that the re-
searchers are coming from, the richer the ex-
change. For instance, there could be more
researchers with backgrounds in anthropol-
ogy, psychology, law and socio-linguistics and
geography involved in CODESRIA activities. The
dialogue between the social sciences and the
natural sciences over issues of HIV/AIDS and
other health issues, and around issues related
to sustainable agriculture, is a potentially very
fruitful one. CODESRIA has also begun working
with people in the humanities. We could do a
lot more in that regard as well.

As far as specific problematics are con-
cerned, the possibilities are also enormous.
There will soon be new multinational working
groups on the African diasporas around the
world, on higher education and knowledge
societies, and on the land and agrarian ques-
tions in Africa today. However, there are still
a number of areas where not much is being
done. For instance, and this may come as a
surprise to some people, there are few regional
studies on refugees or internally displaced per-
sons carried out in CODESRIA networks, despite
the magnitude of those problems in Africa.
We also need to encourage African researchers
to study other continents and experiences more
systematically. We need to know how Asia,
Central and South America and Scandinavia,
for instance, have tackled or are trying to tackle

problems of development, governance, regional
integration and other problems. There are
already a few South-South projects that
CODESRIA researchers are involved in, such as
the SEPHIS network, the CODESRIA-CLACSO pro-
grammes and the Afro-Asian Dialogue over
issues of identity, culture and politics that
CODESRIA started a few years ago with the
International Centre for Ethnic Studies in Sri
Lanka.

Does CODESRIA have the resources to co-ordinate
research in such different fields?
Well, donor support cannot be taken for
granted, but we do hope that by constantly
improving the quality of the research we do
and the scientific outputs, we will continue to
get the financial resources we need. As for the
human resources needed to manage the pro-
grammes and projects, the practice so far has
been to hire additional staff and improve the
skills of the existing personnel as the pro-
gramme portfolio grows. The level of pro-
gramme assistants is particularly important
and, hopefully, as the number of programmes
increases, there will be more research pro-
gramme officers and co-ordinators as well.

What are the limitations of CODESRIA’s mission in
terms of research topics?
There are no limitations on the mission as far
as social research is concerned; certainly not in
terms of research topics, as long as these topics
are relevant to the social sciences.

As regards ways of conducting research: CODESRIA

has initiated research programmes, organised con-
ferences, ‘institutes’ with courses, created networks
among scholars all over the continent and between
continents (and probably much more which I am
not aware of). Do you have plans for giving
priority to one or more of these ways of working?
What are your positions towards making CODESRIA

(even) more important outside West Africa—both
in terms of making it more pan-African and
perhaps also in enhancing co-operation with Eu-
ropean institutes of research?
CODESRIA has never been confined to West
Africa. Its research networks cover the whole
continent and they include researchers from all
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the sub-regions of Africa. The multinational
working groups have particularly been good at
linking researchers from different countries,
cultures and disciplinary backgrounds. There
are however certain types of activities that are
not so well known in some countries and sub-
regions. For instance, national working groups
(NWGs) are becoming very popular. Last year
over a hundred proposals for the establishment
of NWGs were received. Never has the interest
in NWGs been so great. The geographical cov-
erage has extended to include the Indian Ocean
Islands and virtually all the Lusophone coun-
tries, except, perhaps, Sao Tome and Principe.
There is actually a special, CODESRIA

Lusophone Initiative that includes the forma-
tion of NWGs in all the countries concerned.
But it is true that there are still a few countries
such as Libya, Equitorial Guinea, Somalia,
and Chad where not much is being done. The
aim is for there to be researchers involved in
CODESRIA activities in every country in Africa.
As for what activities to prioritise, each type of
activity is intended to respond to a specific kind
of need. As those needs change, and the situ-
ation at the universities evolves, certain kinds
of activity might change. In general, though, I
think we need to do more comparative re-
search, both within Africa and between Africa
and other regions.

Collaboration with European Institutes, I
believe, will become more important. Already,
there have been joint initiatives with the Nor-
dic Africa Institute, the latest being in organ-
izing a major conference on the crisis in Côte
d’Ivoire and its repercussions on the rest of
West Africa. With the Stockholm-based In-
ternational Foundation for Science (IFS), there
is a joint project to encourage inter-discipli-
nary, team-based research on sustainable agri-
culture. We are also in the terminal phase of a
major joint initiative with the French Institut
de Recherche et Developpement. These kinds
of initiatives with European institutions will
most certainly continue.

Will we see changes in how the Research Depart-
ment co-operates with other departments within
CODESRIA, such as with the Publications Depart-
ment?
There is going to be much closer collaboration
between the Research and the Training and
Grants Departments, especially in generating
research projects from training programmes
such as the institutes and fellowships. For in-
stance, with the Deputy Executive Secretary
and Head of the Training and Grants Depart-
ment, Professor Jean-Bernard Ouedraogo, we
plan to encourage and facilitate the formation
of research networks among the cohorts of
fellows attending the Gender, Governance,
Humanities, Children and Youth and Health
and Society Institutes. This will give an after-
life to the Institutes, expand the range of re-
search themes and facilitate the entry of the
fellows of the institutes into the research net-
works. Conversely, from the research pro-
grammes, we often identify specific training
needs that the Training Department can ad-
dress in its programmes. With Francis
Nyamnjoh of the Publications Department, we
plan to work very closely to sensitise researchers
to the requirements for publication. The
‘CODESRIA Guide for Authors’ will be appended
to contracts with researchers at a very early stage
in the research process. We will also be identi-
fying areas where we could commission schol-
ars to carry out research with a view to coming
up with publications on certain issues.

What are the main challenges to reach your goals?
I think the main challenge is to make the correct
reading of trends in the research communities,
and of the signals coming from our own com-
munity, design quality programmes and run
them well. In trying to rise to that challenge, I
am very fortunate to have very supportive col-
leagues in the Secretariat, and a Programmes
Sub-Committee of the Executive Community
that also helps. ■
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Participants in the anniversary conference (from left to right): John W. Forje,
Shahida El Baz, member of the CODESRIA Executive Committee, Professor Archie
Mafeje, to whom there was a special session of honour at the conference and
who received a Life Membership of CODESRIA, Jimi Adesina, member of the
CODESRIA Executive Committee. Photo by Susanne Linderos.

Panel at the conference. From left to right: Kunle Amuwo, Adebayo Olukoshi, Ngugi Wa
Thiong’o, Thandika Mkandawire, Amina Mama. Photo by Mai Palmberg.
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The research programme ‘Gender and Age
in African Cities’ began in May 2003. It is the
latest in a series of urban research programmes
at the Nordic Africa Institute. Other urban
programmes that have been finalised are: ‘Ur-
ban Development in Rural Context in Africa’
(1989 to 1996), and ‘Cities, Governance and
Civil Society in Africa’ (1997 to 2002). In the
1990s, the Institute also hosted two urban re-
search projects, namely, ‘Political and Religious
Movements in Urban Development’, and ‘Gen-
der Research on Urbanisation, Planning, Hous-
ing and Everyday Life’ (GRUPHEL).

Why urban?
The fate of African countries lies in their urban
centres. Economically, it is urban areas that are
the axes of production, distribution and con-
sumption. Politically, cities and towns are loci
of power, national governance and govern-
ment; they are also home to the economic,
political, intellectual and social elite in whose
hands lie the prospects of their respective coun-
tries. Socially, urban settlements represent con-
centrations of diverse communities and
populations in limited spaces, a factor which is
being accentuated by globalisation. Population
trends reveal that the cities of Africa are grow-
ing rapidly due to a combination of natural
increase and rural-urban migration. The influ-

‘Gender and Age in African Cities’:
Themes, Perspectives and Approaches

By: Amin
Kamete
Co-ordinator
of the research
programme
‘Gender and Age
in African Cities’

ence and importance of cities in Africa thus
continue, and will continue, to grow.

It is in the cities that Africa’s tensions and
fault lines of all kinds manifest themselves.
Africa’s struggles are planned, largely fought,
and won in urban areas. Understandably, issues
relating to Africa’s politics, economy and soci-
ety have had, and will continue to have, a
dominant urban expression. The key to under-
standing contemporary Africa is thus intri-
cately linked to the unravelling of the happen-
ings and goings-on in African cities. This is
where Africa’s present is played out and her
future decided upon.

Yet African urban centres are not simple
spatial entities; nor are they static. On the
contrary, they are excitingly dynamic and com-
plex. On all fronts ‘things’ are changing, either
abruptly or tortuously. These changes are oc-
curring at all levels, from individual residents to
wider urban systems. It is a change that is ‘in
step’ with developments on, among others, the
spatial, political, social, economic and demo-
graphic fronts.

Why age and gender?
The research programme ‘Gender and Age in
African Cities’ seeks to go back into African
cities and re-examine developments in the con-
text of stakeholders and other players. The
programme is based on the conviction that
what goes on in these centres is largely deter-
mined by who the parties involved are. The
research recognises that the urban social texture
is not homogenous. It is differentiated in vari-
ous aspects and attributes. This to a large extent
explains what is going on, when, where, how
and why. This complex terrain introduces the
complicated social, economic, political and psy-
chological manifestations that urban managers
grapple with and urban analysts struggle to
understand.
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Gender and age have been singled out as two
of the most important attributes that deter-
mine identities and explain critical realities like
role behaviour, expression, as well as access to
resources, power, influence, prestige and privi-
leges. The programme believes that ‘man’ and
‘woman’, ‘young’ and ‘old’, like elsewhere in the
world, do matter in urban Africa.

Furthermore, the accrual of benefits, dis-
play of resentment, docility or volatility, as well
as co-option and marginalisation have an age-
gender dimension. In addition, the two at-
tributes invariably determine life chances and
direct social relations. The application of dif-
ferent beliefs, status, attitudes and norms on
the basis of age and gender is evident in all
human arrangements. Consequently, a probe
into age and gender in any society is a probe
into the very heart of everyday life.

Programme aims and objectives
The aim of the programme ‘Gender and Age in
African Cities’ is to contribute to the cultiva-
tion and development of multidisciplinary
stocks of knowledge about urban Africa by
initiating, generating, and assembling current
enquiry into the major determinants and out-
comes of processes and events in contemporary
urban Africa, with age and gender being the
central nodes. The specific objectives of the
programme are:

To encourage, initiate, execute and co-ordi-
nate groundbreaking research on age and
gender in urban Africa.

To contribute to the development of perspec-
tives and analytical frameworks for age and
gender research in urban Africa.

To be a major conduit and vehicle for the
compilation, presentation and dissemina-
tion of original quality research on urban
Africa.

To create and maintain an active multi-
disciplinary collaborative network of current
researchers on urban Africa in Africa and the
Nordic countries.

Scope of the programme: focal areas
The programme has five focal areas, namely:
demographic dynamics; household transfor-

mation; ageing; urban experience; youths. Each
focal area addresses its own set of questions.
These will be announced and publicised as the
sub-theme is launched. It should be noted that
the exact issues tackled by given focal areas will
depend on consultations with network mem-
bers and key advisors, trends in urban research
in Africa, and developments on the ground.

Approach
As the programme seeks to create a vibrant
network, it will bring on board interested schol-
ars and researchers, particularly from Africa
and the Nordic countries. Every attempt will
be made to ensure that the network remains a
multidisciplinary one, bringing together re-
searchers from a variety of complementary
fields. This, it is hoped will help capture the
realities of age and gender in African urban
centres from a variety of perspectives. Among
the targeted scholars and activists are people
with backgrounds in sociology, geography, an-
thropology, demography, economics, policy
studies, public administration, urban planning
and political science.

In the operationalisation of focal areas ei-
ther of two methods will be adopted in the
process. Route A taps into research that is going
on or has been concluded independent of the
Nordic Africa Institute. In this case, the pro-
gramme will be serving as a conduit and vehicle
for the compilation, presentation and dissemi-
nation of original quality research on urban
Africa. Route B focuses on research that is
commissioned specifically by and/or for the
programme in particular or the Nordic Africa
Institute in general, the purpose being to initi-
ate and carry out groundbreaking research on
age and gender in urban Africa. This route
starts off by inviting and assessing research
proposals, followed by actual fieldwork. Once
the write-up is finalised, the two routes merge
at the presentation and dissemination phase,
and thereafter follow the same steps to publica-
tion.

As noted above, the programme will oper-
ate on the basis of focal areas. It is envisaged
that each sub-theme or set of sub-themes will
run for two years. This will give sufficient time
to carry out all thematic activities that comprise
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any combination of the following: call for pa-
pers or proposals, co-ordinator’s own research
and publications, programme related travel,
participation in related external events, news-
letters, discussion lists, regular network up-
dates, small research grants, conferences, edit-
ing and other thematic outputs.

The research itself will take two principal
forms, namely, original fieldwork and analysis
of existing works. Resonating through all the
activities will be the five focal areas, which
themselves focus on the triad of age, gender
and cities. With respect to methodology, the
programme will continue the tradition set by
its immediate predecessor, ‘Cities, Govern-
ance and Civil Society in Africa’, which put a
lot of emphasis on original empirical and com-
parative research. Similarly, the current pro-
gramme will encourage case-oriented research,
aiming at a comprehensive examination of
historically defined phenomena. Covering as it
does the whole of Africa, the programme can
succeed in its quest for knowledge only if it
captures actual happenings in specific socio-
spatial, historical, economic, and political con-
texts.

Point of departure: ‘cities’ or ‘gender and age’?
The question still remains whether the pro-
gramme will primarily examine age and gen-
der acting on and transforming the city or take
the perspective of the city working on urbanites
and determining and shaping the processes
and outcomes through the two attributes. The
issue here is one that is akin to an option
between agency and structure. This is one area
that will be allowed to evolve as the pro-
gramme takes shape. To be as inclusive as
possible, the focal area(s) to be launched first
will approach the theme from both angles,
namely using cities or age and gender as a point
of departure. As the programme progresses it
may be necessary to adopt a single point of
departure in the subsequent focal areas. This
will depend on experience, evaluations and
suggestions from network members and the
reference group.

Theoretical and conceptual framework
The programme is about age and gender in
African cities. The three important concepts are
therefore age, gender and city. The programme is
fully cognisant of the variety of perspectives in
each of these concepts. Age, for example is a
statistical, biological and socio-cultural phe-
nomenon; also, gender has some biological and
socio-cultural overtones; and cities are more
than spatial units, but can be viewed as social,
demographic, economic and political entities,
among others. The programme will be open to
a diversity of perspectives and frameworks, hence
its attempt to incorporate scholars and activists
from a variety of disciplines and fields. For this
reason, the programme will not impose demar-
cations and definitions, but will let researchers
work out what the concept means in the context
of their respective specialisations.

Conclusion
Admittedly, the programme is ambitious. It
truly aims high—perhaps too high. It seeks to
handle many facets and cover much ground in a
short space of time. For this reason, the pro-
gramme will depend very much on the lessons it
gleans from its early phases. Further, it will
benefit from extensive initial and subsequent
consultations in both Nordic and African coun-
tries. The programme will also benefit im-
mensely from the co-ordinator’s interaction with
colleagues and interested parties engaged in
similar work outside the two focal regions of
Africa and the Nordic countries.

Continuous consultations, assessment and
reflections will hopefully lead to needed adjust-
ments and revisions. Some iteration will defi-
nitely characterise the modus operandi. These
processes will be inevitable as the programme
proceeds on its path(s). It is in this sense that
‘Gender and Age in African Cities’, being an
interactive programme will ‘learn by doing’ and
‘do by learning’. This approach will ensure that
the best from the preceding years is integrated
into the following phases while the worst is
avoided, discarded or corrected. In this regard,
feedback will be essential. ■
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A Ruthless Author and a Guilt-Ridden Audience:
JM Coetzee wins the Nobel Prize for 2003

By: Kirsten
Holst Petersen
Lecturer,
Department of
Languages and
Culture, Roskilde
University,
Denmark

Everybody agrees that Coetzee was an obvious
choice for the Nobel Prize. Critics, colleagues
and fellow authors heap praise on his literary
achievements. South Africa’s president Thabo
Mbeke decided to claim Coetzee for all of Africa
and waxed positively lyrical, “On behalf of the
South African nation, and indeed the continent
of Africa, we salute our latest Nobel laureate and
bask with him in the glory radiating from this
recognition”. In view of the fact that Coetzee left
South Africa a few years ago after heavy ANC

criticism of his novel Disgrace which Cabinet
ministers considered racist this enthusiasm rings
a little hollow. The ANC spokesman Smuts
Ngonyama is probably closer to the feelings of
many South Africans in his somewhat bitter
remark that they “hope it will encourage pub-
lishers and readers to realise the continent’s vast
untapped literary potential”. It has been a bone
of contention in South Africa, both before and
after Apartheid that only South Africa’s white
writers have received major international ac-
claim.

Coetzee’s authorship is recognizably South
African. It is heavily influenced by the prison-
like conditions of South Africa during Apart-
heid, and it manifests the sense of entrapment
and doomed inevitability which is the social,
national and cultural heritage of Coetzee and
many of his contemporaries: he is a white,

English speaking South African (despite his
Boer background), surrounded by the oppressed
African peoples whose cultures and languages
were not his, but in whose oppression he inevi-
tably was an unwilling accomplice, in spite of his
opposition to the apartheid regime. His cultural
centre was, and is, in the intellectual European
tradition as it emerges in the universities in
England and North America, a tradition which
was heavily censored or directly banned in South
Africa. This liberal white tradition which was
too powerless to play a decisive role in the
national drama has been described as ‘a dead end
in history’. A historical dead end entrapped in an
extremely violent society is not an easy cultural
heritage, and writers have tried to deal with it in
different ways. Gordimer chronicled the mood
along with the actual events as they unfolded,
whereas Coetzee negotiated the balance be-
tween events and aesthetic translations of them
into art differently, moving further away from
the actual physical setting and creating allego-
ries of oppression which are rooted in the South
African situation, but which extend the discus-
sion of powerlessness and power abuse to colo-
nial, psychological and sexual situations of abuse.
His characters are trapped in a prison-like at-
mosphere of oppression, between states and
between individuals, and his characters spend
their time fighting this, not to win, but simply to
understand it or avoid it. There are no raised
fists, “down with the enemy” or “a luta continua”
sentiments in Coetzee’s fiction, and there are no
heroes and few villains. A further complication
is that he very scrupulously leaves out all possi-
bilities for easy identifications with moral stand-
points or with characters: the moral standpoints
which one moment seem clear collapse the next
moment under a load of self-contradictions, and
the characters hide or refuse to speak or are
mute.

 Recognizable discourses (feminism, liber-
alism) move in and out of the discursive uni-
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What sort of sexual intimacy is possible in
societies and cultures that revolve around race*?
The question is provoked by the fact that sex
and race practice should not, in spite of what
black feminism has argued, have anything to
do with one another. Further to the opening
question then, it seems that something one
might ask around sexual life in former colonies
and racist societies is: Are there times/spaces
when sex has nothing to do with race?

Consider for instance these randomly se-
lected headlines from the South African me-
dia: “MARIANNE GRAY tracked down Robert
De Niro, renowned for the intensity of his on-
screen performances and, increasingly, his pre-

Sex and Identity Making

dilection for young and beautiful black women”
(Sunday Times, Inside, 10 November, 1996);
“Have great sex every day until you die: After
that you’re on your own” (Men’s Health, May,
1998); “Soccer’s golden boy wears the panties:
Posh Spice admits that her husband really goes
for a thong” (Sunday Times, 9 January, 2000).
Now it is easier to concede that in raising the
actor Robert De Niro’s “predilection for young
and beautiful black women” the Sunday Times
newspaper decided that his liaisons would be
of interest to its readers. In comparison, it may
be a little hard to grasp how advice on how men
can have great sex or a football star who wears
his wife’s panties has anything to do with race.
For an answer one has to look at the sorts of
rhetorical moves that South Africans, for in-
stance, make when desiring to comprehend an
object or practice. That is, whatever is reported
about Mr De Niro’s relations or what football-
ers do or do not do should be understood
against the forms of discourse produced in and
by raced societies and cultures, where there
always exists the possibility that a subject is
allowed to say, black actors do this, African
footballers will not do that white thing. Race
ideology, in other words, refigures relational
worlds, but more than that, race is part of the
identities of each of the subjects in former

By: Kopano
Ratele
(PhD) Women
Studies Pro-
gramme/Psychol-
ogy Department,
University of
Western Cape,
South Africa,
Guest Researcher
at the Institute,
fall 2003

verse, but as soon as one has identified an angle
(a feminist analysis or a criticism of imperial-
ism) a counter discourse sets in, problematising
the interpretation which presents itself.

What one is left with is a series of attempts
at describing being, or perhaps simply surviv-
ing, in the shadow of unequal power relation-
ships. In its press release the Swedish Academy

states as one of its reasons for awarding the prize
to JM Coetzee that he is “ruthless in his criti-
cism of the cruel rationalism and cosmetic
morality of Western civilization”. Western
readers appear to be deeply fascinated by being
chastised by such a ruthlessly intelligent mind.
We may even feel flattered! ■
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colonies; not merely written on their bodies,
but inserted in their consciousness; not just
part of what subjects call themselves, but creep-
ing into their dreams, turning their desires, and
determining their actions.

Within societies that have deployed race in
their politico-economic arrangements to speak
of the sexual in the way most of the titles from
the magazines seem to, without talking about
how race reconfigures sexual relations and the
sociocultural order is a ventriloquist act, inso-
far as in such orders race has been developed
into a truth of a sort. That is to say, to talk of
sexual desires without making a gesture in the
direction of racialisation is to perpetuate a
falsification or, at best, to be clueless about the
nature of social and political reality. But this is
not an impossible thing to do. In fact, it is often
wonderfully executed, often with the unobtru-
sive help of the society and culture themselves.

It is precisely in this regard that in spite of
the advent of a democratic dispensation South
Africans go on living in a world of spectacle in
respect of close race relations and practice.
The spectacle arises out of the fact that the
social and physical set-up continues to culti-
vate, or at least does not discourage, what
might be called skin fetish. The aims of my
research then have been to find out how people
may have been or are encouraged by the old
and new society and culture to incorporate a
racial and sexual view into their identity mak-

ing and relationships, at the same time as I have
been seeking to understand how individuals
were and are discouraged to seek affiliations
and other identities outside the established
enclaves of the racial sexual order. This is done
by tracing the interconnecting lines from sex to
race and back, examining racialised dos and
don’ts on the one hand and intimate moments
and practices on the other. Though one of the
tasks is to look at some of the work on sexed
racial names and activities, our principal object
is to enter into a dialogue in respect of how
racialised sex relations and sexual identities
were produced within the regime of Apartheid
on the one hand, and the national democratic
struggle on the other. Since the deployment of
legal systems to incite or frustrate this or that
other practice was not invented by Apartheid
legislators, our arguments are applicable in a
slightly modified form to understanding the
complex relationship between the law and
naming, identifying and intimate practices
generally, including of course the relationship
between present Acts of South Africa and
what we call ourselves, do and do not, and
believe or do not believe. ■

*) The strike-through re-

fers to the writer’s reluc-

tancy to use the term race.

African Guest Researchers’ Scholarships 2005

Deadline for applications: 1 April 2004

More information is available at www.nai.uu.se
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Professor Andrew Kiondo, Department of Po-
litical Science of the University of Dar es Sa-
laam, passed away in October 2003. Professor
Kiondo lived to be only 58 years old. Andrew
Kiondo’s premature departure is a great loss for
his family, but also for the department of politi-
cal science, for the research and activist work on
the political development in Tanzania and Af-
rica and for the research co-operation between
the Nordic countries and Tanzania, where Pro-
fessor Kiondo has played an active role.

Andrew Kiondo was born in 1948 in Tanga
Region, Tanzania. He graduated from the Uni-
versity of Dar es Salaam in 1980 and received his
PhD from the University of Toronto in 1989.
He joined the Department for Political Science
at the University of Dar es Salaam in 1979 as a
tutorial assistant, became a lecturer in 1983,
senior lecturer in 1989 and Associate Professor
in 1996. Kiondo had several functions and posi-
tions at the Department and the University. He
was the Head of the Department 1996–2000, the
Chair of the Staff Review Committee, Chief
Editor of the African Review, Co-ordinator of
the East African Civil Society and Governance
Project, and Co-ordinator for the REDET Civic
Education Committee.

Andrew Kiondo’s research interest evolved
around different aspects of the political process
in Tanzania. In the 1980s he worked with issues
related to health politics and the political
economy of decision making in Tanzania, in the
context of the structural adjustment pro-
grammes. This was also the subject for his dis-
sertation. In the 1990s he focused on the role of
the civil society in the democratisation process.
He has published extensively in the field, not the
least through the Nordic Africa Institute.

The research on the political economy of
structural adjustment programmes led to Kiondo
being included in the Nordic Africa Institute’s
programmes on structural adjustment, co-ordi-
nated first by Peter Gibbon and later by Adebayo
Olukoshi. He also collaborated with the De-
partment for Peace and Development Studies

Andrew Kiondo in Memoriam

and Centre for Africa
Studies at Göteborg Uni-
versity, and the Centre
for Development Re-
search in Denmark.

Andrew Kiondo also
worked extensively with
different assignments
from international or-
ganisations and donors,
not least Sida, Norad and
Danida. Among other
things he participated in
the Evaluation of the
Tanzania–Norway Development Co-operation
1994–1997; the ‘Tanzania Country Study: A
Review of Danish NGO Activities in Developing
Countries’ in 1999 and in ‘A Review of the
Swedish Development Co-operation in Tanza-
nia’ in 2000.

Among the general public in Tanzania,
Andrew Kiondo is probably best known for his
research cum activist work with the democrati-
sation process through the project ‘Research and
Education on Democratisation in Tanzania’.
He was one of the driving forces behind the
yearly ‘State of politics in Tanzania’ conferences,
where opposition parties and civil society or-
ganisations discuss and debate the state of the
democratisation process and the road ahead. He
also worked with a weekly radio programme
aimed at promoting a democratic culture in
Tanzania, and in the Department’s programme
on election monitoring, Tanzania Election
Monitoring Co-operation.

Andrew Kiondo was thus a very active re-
searcher and activist in the promotion of de-
mocracy in Tanzania. He was also a warm and
generous person. He had so much more to give.
It is a great loss and very sad for us all that he has
passed away so hastily and precipitately.

Jonas Ewald,
Department for Peace and Development

Studies, Göteborg University, Sweden

r e s e a r c h

Andrew Kiondo, July 2003.
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Change of Chief Librarians

After ten years as chief
librarian at the Nordic
Africa Institute, Louise
Fredén has recently re-
tired. The period of her
leadership has been an
eventful and important
one in the development
of the Institute’s library.
The move to new pre-

mises in 1999 resulted in a spacious, attractive
and functional library. In the same year, a new,
modern, library system was introduced. This,
in combination with increased staff resources,
has made it possible to develop new services for
users in the Nordic countries as well as in the
Uppsala region.

Louise has been very committed to the
collaboration with Uppsala University Library.
This collaboration has changed and deepened
over time, and the link up of the Institute’s
library to the group of social science libraries
within Uppsala University Library is impor-
tant. Louise’s area of special interest and re-
sponsibility has been the acquisition of media.
A combination of continuity and renewal has
contributed to confirming the library’s status as
one of the best European libraries specialising
on Africa. Louise has meant a great deal to the
library and the Institute in general and we
would like to thank her very much for her
contribution and wish her all the best in the
future.

Marie-Louie Fendin took up the post as
chief librarian in March 2003. Before joining
the Nordic Africa Institute, she was unit head
at the library of the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala. During her
last year at the Swedish University of Agricul-
tural Sciences library, which has ten units spread
throughout Sweden, Marie-Louise was its act-
ing chief librarian. Marie-Louise has also taught
on the librarianship training course in Uppsala,
and worked for a year at the library of the
European Parliament in Brussels at the time
when Sweden joined the European Union.

Louise Fredén

Ed: Why did you apply for the job at the Nordic
Africa Institute?
Having worked for the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences for more than ten years, I
thought it was time to try something different.
What attracted me to the Nordic Africa Insti-
tute was its exciting research environment with
international contacts, particularly Nordic and
African, where, as a librarian, one gets deeper
insight into the various research projects of the
users than at a large university library. Yet
another dimension was my wish to work in a
small organisation where the library is an inte-
grated part of the activities. I already knew that

the reputation of the Nor-
dic Africa Institute library
among colleagues and us-
ers is that it is a very well
functioning library.

Ed: How do you look upon
the future development of
the library and its aims?
What I think is most im-
portant is the develop-

ment of the electronic library, so that all our
Nordic users can use it in a more effective way.
This means that, among other things, we must
work with technical issues regarding electronic
media in order to increase the availability, and
that we must strive to make the electronic library
more user-friendly. I think that the library col-
lection should continue to develop in the same
direction as before. As regards the physical
library, I think that it works very well. What we
need to do is some minor re-furnishing, and in
the long run make sure we get a store which is
directly connected with the library itself.

Ed: How has your first year at the Nordic Africa
Institute been?
I have been really impressed by the profession-
alism of the library staff, and by the fact that they
are such a closely knit group, always with the
user in focus. I really enjoy working in this
library! ■

Marie-Louise Fendin

l i b r a r y
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Henning Melber (Ed.)
Limits to Liberation in Southern Africa. The unfinished business
of democratic consolidation
ISBN 0-7969-2025-7, 272 pp, 180 SEK,  (appr. 18 Euro)
Published by Human Science Research Council (HSRC) , South Africa, (in
co-operation with the Nordic Africa Institute)

Have the former liberation movements in Southern Africa—now executing
political power as governments—neglected their commitment and sensitiv-
ity to human rights issues and democratic values? Is authoritarianism built
into the armed struggle for liberation and/or the structures of a post-colonial
social transformation process? Or is it inherited from the nature of colonial
systems? Or is liberal democracy as such inherently elitist?

A thought provoking collection of essays on these and related issues presents case studies on
Zimbabwe, Namibia, Lesotho, Botswana and South Africa, to explore post-colonial political
realities in the Southern African region. The authors show how the former liberation movements
in Southern Africa tend to become authoritarian and elitist governments who reward party loyalty
and are hostile to ‘outsiders’. These movements have in varying degrees deviated from their
originally-declared democratic aims as well as largely abandoned their once-sacrosanct goal of
socio-economic transformation aimed at reducing inherited imbalances in the distribution of
wealth.

Henning Melber is Research Director of the Nordic Africa Institute. The other contributors are
Kenneth Good, Ian Taylor, Francis Nyamnjoh, Amin Kamete, Suzanne Dansereau, Roger Southall,
Martin Legassick, Raymond Suttner and Krista Johnson .

Recent Publications

p u b l i s h i n g

Signe Arnfred (Ed.)
Re-thinking Sexualities in Africa
ISBN 91-7106-513-X, 235 pp, 220 SEK (appr. 22 Euro)

The volume brings together papers by African and Nordic gender
scholars and anthropologists, in attempts to investigate and critically
discuss existing lines of thinking about sexuality in Africa, while at the
same time creating space for alternative approaches.

Issues of colonial and contemporary discourses on ‘African sexuality’
and on ‘female genital mutilation’ are being discussed, as well as issues of
female agency and of feminists’ engagement with HIV/AIDS. The volume
contributes to contemporary efforts of re-thinking sexualities in the light
of feminist, queer and postcolonial theory.

Signe Arnfred is co-ordinator for the research programme ‘Sexuality, Gender and Society in
Africa’ at the Nordic Africa Institute. The other contributors are: Heike Becker, Liselott Dellenborg,
Katarina Jungar, Elina Oinas, Akosua Adomako Ampofo, Kopano Ratele, Assitan Diallo, Mumbi
Machera, Jo Helle-Valle and Liv Haram.
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Karen Tranberg Hansen and Mariken Vaa (Eds)
Reconsidering Informality. Perspectives from Urban Africa
ISBN 91-7106-518-0, 270 pp, 250 SEK (appr. 25 Euro)

This book brings together two bodies of research on urban Africa that have
tended to be separate, studies of urban land use and housing and studies
of work and livelihoods. Access to employment, shelter and services is
precarious for most urban residents. The result is the phenomenal growth
of the informal city. Extra-legal housing and unregistered economic
activities proliferate and basic urban services are increasingly provided
informally. Recent decades of neo-liberal political and economic reforms
have increased social inequality across urban space.

The case studies are drawn from a diverse set of cities on the African
continent. A central theme is how practices that from an official standpoint are illegal or extra-legal
do not only work but are considered legitimate by the actors concerned. Another is how the
informal city is not exclusively the domain of the poor, but also provides shelter and livelihoods for
better-off segments of the urban population.

Karen Tranberg Hansen is Professor of Anthropology at the Department of Anthropology,
Northwestern University. Mariken Vaa is Professor of Development Studies at Oslo University
College, Norway. The other contributors are: Gabriel Tati, Knut G. Nustad, Ilda Lourenço-Lindell,
Barbara Mwila Kazimbaya-Senkwe, Amin Y. Kamete, Marco Burra, Rose Gatabaki-Kamau, Sara
Karirah-Gitau, Resetselemang Clement Leduka, John Abbott and Paul Jenkins.

Christopher Munthe Morgenstierne
Denmark and National Liberation in Southern Africa. A Flexible
Response
ISBN 91-7106-517-2, 139 pp, hard cover, 200 SEK, (appr. 20 Euro)

This book describes and documents the development of Danish support
to national liberation in Southern Africa and the two-sided humanitarian
and political character of this support. It is based on previously restricted
Danish ministry records and on NGO archives and interviews.

The study seeks to determine the events, rationales, arguments and
decisions that led to the various forms of Danish support. Key questions
are how Danish support was established as a purely humanitarian facility
that later developed into supporting also the liberation movements, and
how boycott was first considered to be an issue for the individual but eventually became national,
official policy. The study seeks to describe why support and sanctions developed in the way and at
the pace they did.

Christopher Munthe Morgenstierne is a historian with a background as a Development Assist-
ance Consultant and activist in various NGOs.
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Robert Kappel, Andreas Mehler and Henning Melber
with a comment by Anders Danielson
Structural Stability in an African Context
Discussion Paper no. 24, ISBN 91-7106-521-0, 55 pp, 100 SEK

(appr. 10 Euro)

Structural Stability is a particular focus for reconceptualising develop-
mental strategy and development aid and has provoked unforeseen
responses in the course of a recent, mainly German debate. This debate
began late in 2000 when a number of prominent German scholars in
African Studies initiated a policy dialogue through a widely circulated
and publicly discussed ‘Afrika Memorandum’ centred on the notion of
structural stability. Its arguments are relevant not only to a German

audience but offer stimulating and thought-provoking inputs into the debate in the wider
European context on bilateral and multilateral relations with Africa.

 Anders Danielson teaches in the Department of Economics, Lund University, Robert Kappel is
Professor of Economics at the Institute for African Studies, University of Leipzig, Andreas Mehler
is Director of the Institute for African Studies in Hamburg, and Henning Melber is Research
Director at the Nordic Africa Institute.

Kenneth Good
Bushmen and Diamonds. (Un) Civil Society in Botswana
Discussion Paper no. 23, ISBN 91-7106-520-2, 40 pp, 100 SEK

(appr. 10 Euro)

Botswana’s democracy is often considered to be a comparatively advanced
and positive example of an African state in terms of political culture and
the notion of ‘good governance’. This paper challenges the assumption
that the country’s current political and socio-economic system is, in fact,
exemplary. It highlights some of the limitations by focussing on the
particular situation of the Bushmen/San as a marginalized minority
denied citizens’ rights and losing out against the material interests
accompanying the exploration and exploitation of diamonds, the most

lucrative natural resource contributing to Botswana’s ‘success story’.
Kenneth Good is Professor in the Department of Political and Administrative Studies at the

University of Botswana in Gaborone.

p u b l i s h i n g
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Forthcoming (Spring 2004)

Gisela Geisler
Women and the Remaking of Politics in Southern Africa. Negotiating Autonomy,
Incorporation and Representation
ISBN 91-7106-515-6, 260 pp, 280 SEK (appr. 28 Euro)

This study traces the history of women’s involvement in anti-colonial struggles and against
apartheid, analyses the post-colonial outcomes and examines the strategies that have been
employed by women’s movements to gain a foothold in politics.

p u b l i s h i n g

Patrick Bond
South Africa and Global Apartheid
Discussion Paper no. 25, ISBN 91-7106-523-7,  100 SEK (appr. 10 Euro)

This study covers a variety of political and economic aspects of Africa’s
and South Africa’s relationships to the world. The author considers the
context of global apartheid, in terms of international stagnation, uneven
development and African marginalisation, and evaluates the South
African setting as a telling site of worsening inequality. Where does then
the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) stand on the
largest economic and political problems? South Africa’s other proposed
global reforms are also discussed. Finally, the author records an emerging
ideology based not on commodification via globalisation but on

decommodification and deglobalisation, and the strategies, tactics and alliances required for
African and international progress.

Patrick Bond is a political economist and currently Professor at the University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Interested in getting a notice of new books by e-mail?
– Join our mailing list!

Fill in the form at www.nai.uu.se/misc/mailingeng.html
You can choose to subscribe to announcements regarding new books (appr. twice a month),
public lectures, annual reports, News from the Nordic Africa Institute, etc. Welcome!
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Research, Activism/Advocacy, Consultancies: Dilemmas and Challenges
Workshop in Accra, Ghana, 12–13 October 2003

c o n f e r e n c e  r e p o r t s

Conferences

This workshop was organized in collaboration
between the Institute’s research programme
‘Sexuality, Gender and Society in Africa’ and
Akosua Adomako Ampofo, University of
Ghana, Accra.

The focus of workshop discussions (and of
papers presented) was the triple role of most
Africa-located gender researchers, as academ-
ics, activists and consultants. As also noted in
the call for papers “in a situation where much
work on gender in Africa is commissioned by
donor agencies and following donor agendas, it
is not always easy for the researchers involved to
strike the delicate balance between autono-
mous research on the one hand and servicing
the agendas of donors and/or governments on
the other. As far as Africa-based researchers are
concerned the situation is often aggravated by
the facts that most African countries and/or
universities do not have their own funds for
research, and that in general university teachers’
salaries are not very high. Thus in order to
survive, or simply in order to have funds for
academic research, university employees in Af-
rica take on consultancy work as a complemen-
tary activity.”

 “The dilemma in this context is the terms
of reference for the research and consulting:
who decides the research agenda, the focus of
the study, the lines of thinking, the concepts to
be used? Concretizing this dilemma and dis-
cussing possible solutions to it are important
tasks for many African and Africa-based femi-
nist researchers. Another dilemma, comple-
mentary to and co-existing with the first one, is
the double identity—felt and experienced by
many feminists—as academic researchers on
one hand, and as activists/advocates for wom-
en’s issues on the other. How are these dilem-
mas between academic and activist concerns
being worked out and solved in practice? Gen-
der research rooted in activist work, informed
by women’s struggles on the ground, is often an
ideal of politically oriented feminist research.

But through which institutions can this work in
practice? Do they exist at all?”

The papers presented addressed the prob-
lems above, also introducing new dimensions,
such as histories of women’s studies in particu-
lar contexts (eg Nigeria and Mozambique. A
further study along these lines, on the history of
women’s studies in Uganda, will be included in
the forthcoming book resulting from the work-
shop).

Major topics of debate during the two days
of workshop discussions were among others the
following:

a) Changing landscapes of research funding.
The term corporatization of universities was
introduced, as it was found that universities
themselves are increasingly based on external
funding. In this corporatization North/South
power relationships come into play, as well as
male/female power relationships. As was noted
in the discussion “the university has never been
a female place, and for some it seems to only be
getting worse, in spite of increasing numbers of
female students”. This statement links to the
problematic of sexual corruption and sexual
harassment at universities, issues which are
dealt with elsewhere in the context of the ‘Sexu-
ality, Gender and Society in Africa’ research
programme.

b) Increasing power of dominant discourses.
Concepts and lines of thinking introduced and/
or circulated by powerful donors tend to domi-
nate. Examples were provided regarding the
language of ‘rights’, which sometimes develops
into what was called a rights fundamentalism,
in so far as contexts and paradigms are not
questioned. ‘Rights’ becomes an end in itself,
and questions such as: Who defends which or
whose rights? Why are some rights getting
more attention than others?—are too infre-
quently asked.

c) Changing landscapes of creative/critical re-
search. A trend was noted of creative and critical
feminist research increasingly being located out
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This symposium, which at the beginning hon-
oured the late Swedish Foreign Minister by a
minute of silence, was organised jointly by the
Catholic Institute for International Relations,
the Southern African Catholic Bishops’ Con-
ference, the Nordic Africa Institute, and the
Institute for Commonwealth Studies at the
University of London. It brought together
scholars, analysts and civil society activists rep-
resenting a diversity of social movements in the
region (churches, trade unions, human rights
organisations, women’s movements etc.). Par-
ticipants, mainly from Southern African coun-
tries, discussed several topical issues of concern
in separate sessions, to which papers were pre-
sented. The themes included regional security,
HIV/AIDS, NEPAD, political culture under libera-
tion movements in power, human rights, gen-
der aspects and the land issue.

Peter Vale, who holds the Nelson Mandela
Chair at Rhodes University, presented a con-
cept paper on future regional perspectives.
Other speakers included in addition to a number
of local Namibian scholars and activists, Jacques
Depelchin from the Congolese advocacy group
Ota Benga, Vasu Gounden from ACCORD in
Durban, Chris Landsberg from the South Af-
rican Centre of Policy Studies, Firoze Manji
from FAHAMU in London, Alice Mogwe from
the Ditshwanelo human rights agency in Bot-
swana, Janah Ncube from the Zimbabwean
Women in Politics Support Unit, Lloyd
Sachikonye from the Institute of Development
Studies at the University of Zimbabwe and

Futures for Southern Africa
15–17 September 2003, Windhoek, Namibia

Manuel Sebastiao from the Luanda based
Centro Cultural MOSAIKO. Amin Kamete and
Henning Melber from the Nordic Africa Insti-
tute presented papers on Zimbabwe, Namibia
and NEPAD respectively.

The symposium aimed to promote greater
inter-regional understanding; to strengthen
further Southern African and North-South
civil society/NGO links and activities as well as to
re-define the agenda for social emancipation
under the current circumstances. There was
consensus on the need for emancipatory poli-
tics, which requires continuing dissent, and the
privileging of the security of people above that
of states and state sovereignty. The participants
ended with identifying an agenda for social
emancipation to be pursued further. A follow-
up meeting to secure an ongoing process of
interaction and to keep up the momentum is
scheduled for the beginning of April 2004 in
London. Most of the papers presented to the
Symposium are accessible from the CIIR web
site, which will also offer a comprehensive but
detailed report on the discussions.

A public launch at the Namibian-German
Foundation for Cultural Co-operation (NaDS)
was organised as an additional side-event to
present to a wider local audience some recent
publications by the Nordic Africa Institute. It
focussed in the presence of several of the au-
thors on a Discussion Paper, a Research Report
and a book, all published during 2003.

Henning Melber

of universities, in research NGOs and feminist
networks, in order to be able to develop a space
for independent thinking. In terms of funding
such NGOs and networks have to be based on
strategies regarding how to approach donors,
and how to deploy funders’ priorities in order to
serve one’s own agendas. Several papers pro-
vided examples of successful strategies along
these lines.

The workshop was small in size (only seven
participants) but it was an ‘elite event’ in terms
of the high level of capacities represented. The
discussions were very committed, rich and in-
tense, and most probably the volume resulting
from this exercise will be an important contri-
bution. The volume will be edited by Akosua
Adomako Ampofo and myself.

Signe Arnfred
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c o n f e r e n c e  r e p o r t s

The Southern African Universities Social Sci-
ences Conference takes place every second year
in the Southern African region and this time
was organised in association with the Africa
Institute of South Africa. The Nordic Africa
Institute acted in a supportive role and was
represented by its research director, who also
presented a paper.

The thematic focus was exclusively geared
towards the assessment of the New Partner-
ship for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and
scholars from numerous different universities
in the region (including from Botswana,
Lesotho, Malawi, Namibia, Swaziland, Tan-
zania, Zambia, Zimbabwe and several South
African universities) highlighted a variety of
related issues, by applying different methods
and approaches in the social science disciplines
to the subject matter. While the general debate

The 23rd Southern African Universities Social Sciences Conference
7–11 December 2003, Pretoria, South Africa

indicated the existing degree of reservations
towards this new initiative, some scholars
warned against a too critical perspective of
non-engagement, which might overlook pos-
sible options and opportunities to make use of
the blue print. The papers will be published as
a book in due course.

As an integral part of the conference a book
launch presented the just published volume of
the last Southern African Universities Social
Sciences Conference in 2001 as well as a book
produced in collaboration with the Nordic
Africa Institute by the South African Human
Sciences Research Council. Both publications
were also presented in a live programme of the
South African Broadcasting Corporation tel-
evised to all African countries.

Henning Melber

The Nordic Africa Days are arranged every
second year by the Nordic Africa Institute. The
aim is to bring together researchers from the
Nordic countries with a common research in-
terest in Africa. The plenary theme this time
was ‘Africa’s Future: Visions and Options’, and
keynote speakers were Prof. Patrick Bond and
Prof. Issa Shivji. The workshops focused on:
African Religious Experience: Past and Present;

Nordic Africa Days
3–5 October 2003, Uppsala, Sweden

AIDS is a four letter word; Re-Negotiating Na-
tional Belonging in Post-Conflict Societies;
Problems and Prospects for Regional Integra-
tion in the Horn of Africa; Making Sex in
Africa; Changing Cities; Images of Africa in
the Nordic Public Sphere; and The Role of the
Second African Diaspora. This time, the Nor-
dic Africa Days attracted 104 participants, 76 of
whom presented papers.
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Study grants spring 2004
The purpose of these grants, aimed at students at
universities and colleges in the Nordic countries,
journalists and authors of textbooks, is to enable
the grant holders to use the library at the Nordic
Africa Institute for one month. For the spring of
2004, grants have been awarded to 20 applicants,
12 women and eight men. Of these, 14 come
from Norway, two from Denmark, two from
Finland, and two from Sweden.

African guest researchers 2004
The purpose of the programme is to establish
and maintain relations with universities and
research institutions in Africa and to provide
opportunities for its participants to pursue their
own research projects and to utilise the library
of the Institute. The following persons have
received grants for 2004:
Dr. Manassé Aboya Endong, executive director,

Groupe de recherches sur le parlementarisme
et la démocratie en Afrique, Université de
Douala, Cameroon. The title of his research
project is ‘The Second Chamber in the New
Parliaments in Africa’.

Mr. Reuben Chirambo, researcher and lecturer
at Department of English, Chancellor Col-
lege, University of Malawi, Malawi. The title
of his research project is ‘Song, Dance and
Cultural-Political Hegemony in Africa’.

Dr. Desiree Lewis, researcher and chief scien-
tific programme officer at African Gender
Institute, University of Cape Town, South
Africa. The title of her research project is
‘Gender in Southern African Discourses of
Nationalism: A Comparative Analysis of
Zimbabwe and South Africa’.

Ms. Fibian Lukalo, researcher and lecturer at
Institute for Human Resource Development,
Moi University, Kenya. The title of her re-
search project is ‘Singing Possibilities: Peo-
ple’s Struggle for Democracy in Political
Uncertainties’.

Mr. Robert Muponde, researcher at the Institute
for Social and Economic Research, Univer-
sity of the Witwatersrand, South Africa. The
title of his research project is ‘Music, Politics
and Resistance in Zimbabwe’.

Nordic guest researchers spring 2004
The purpose of the programme is to establish
and maintain relations with universities and
research institutions in the Nordic countries and
to provide opportunities for its participants to
pursue their own research projects and to utilise
the library of the Institute. The following per-
sons have received grants for the spring of 2004:
Dr. David Bell, researcher and guest senior

lecturer at Department of English, Lund
University, Sweden. The title of his current
research project is ‘South Africa in Transi-
tion: The Work of Zakes Mda and the Proc-
ess of Social and Political Transformation’.

Dr. Elina Oinas, researcher and lecturer at In-
stitute of Women’s Studies, Åbo Akademi
University, Finland. The title of her current
research project is ‘HIV Activism, Knowledge
and Power’.

Awarded Scholarships

Travel grants awarded 2004
The purpose of the travel grant programme,
aimed at researchers associated with Nordic
universities, colleges and other Nordic research
institutions, is to provide opportunities for re-
searchers in the Nordic countries to conduct
fieldwork in Africa. For 2004, travel grants have
been awarded to 43 persons, 36 women and
seven men. Of these, 15 come from Sweden, 13
from Norway, eight from Finland, and seven
from Denmark.

s c h o l a r s h i p s

Names of those awarded travel and study grants,
as well as detailed information on the various
scholarship programmes, are available on the
Institute’s website, www.nai.uu.se.
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“We feel solidarity with Sweden”

In the village of Sedo-Abbas, in

the region of Fouta in northern

Senegal, a memorial meeting was

organised on 22 November 2003

for the Swedish Ministry of For-

eign Affairs Anna Lindh (who was

assassinated in September 2003).

“We feel solidarity with Sweden”,

the village chief Samba Demba

Sall said. “Just like she did, we work

for human rights”, said the reli-

gious chief of the village, Imam

Abou Dia, “we have the same vi-

sion.”

At the meeting this village, to-

gether with 12 other villages in

the area, declared that from that

time they would abandon forced

marriage and the custom of fe-

male circumsision.

Sweden has through its de-

velopment cooperation agency

Sida supported educational work

at village level, which has been

carried out by the Senegalese or-

ganisation Tostan (which in the

Wolof language means “breaking

through”). Tostan has worked in

this area in Fouta for the past

twelve years with the support of

UNICEF.

Text and photo: Mai Palmberg


